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“Part of the inhumanity of the computer is that, once it is competently programmed and
working smoothly, it is completely honest.”
Isaac Asimov
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
Abstract
Faculty of Science
Department of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics
Master of Science
Deep Learning for Supernovae Detection
by Gilad Amar
In future astronomical sky surveys it will be humanly impossible to classify the tens of
thousands of candidate transients detected per night. This thesis explores the poten-
tial of using state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms to handle this burden more
accurately and quickly than trained astronomers. To this end Deep Learning methods
are applied to classify transients using real-world data from the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey. Using cutting-edge training techniques several Convolutional Neural networks are
trained and hyper-parameters tuned to outperform previous approaches and find that
human labelling errors are the primary obstacle to further improvement. The tuning
and optimisation of the deep models took in excess of 700 hours on a 4-Titan X GPU
cluster.
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Future astronomical surveys will generate far too much data for astronomers to tackle
as they have traditionally where it was the norm for astronomers to eyeball images of
the sky, looking for interesting objects or transients. Transients are objects that appear
for a short amount of time. These include, but are not limited to, asteroids, gamma
ray bursts, supernovae and objects unknown to science altogether. When transients are
discovered, spectroscopic follow up with other telescopes are necessary in order to accu-
rately identify the object. Not all transients are created equal; some, like supernovae,
are more valuable to science than others. Supernovae are rare gems for cosmologists
which allow for learning about the history, curvature and content of the Universe.
Telescope technology has improved greatly in recent years; transients are discovered at
an increasing rate. However, astronomers lack the resources to follow up on every one.
The amount of data generated will be so large that the mere storage of it becomes a
technological challenge, never mind making use of it. In addition, there is increased
interest in studies that use data from telescopes sensitive to different wavelengths. Such
multi-wavelength astronomy exacerbates the problem of handling and computing large
amounts of data. To appreciate the extent of the problem, consider the upcoming Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) which will become scientifically active in 2022 [1].
Over its ten-year lifespan it is estimated to discover over 10 billion galaxies. Each day
around 30 TB of raw data will be generated requiring processing and reduction [2]. The
final archive will be around 60 PB, with the final object catalogue approximately 10-20
PB [3]. This challenge calls for a new approach to astronomy, one that is capable of
dealing with Big Data. Big Data is a broad term for data-sets so large that traditional
data processing and storing methods are inadequate. Many fields and industries now




As data challenges have been building, the computer science world has had a renewed in-
terest in Machine Learning. Machine Learning (ML) is the study of computer programs
able to ‘learn’ from data. For example, many pictures of a person can be shown to an
algorithm such that it learns to identify him/her in another photo without the explicit
instruction of a programmer. The reinvigorated interest in ML has largely been the re-
sult of an exponential growth in computing power. Newly discovered training methods
are impractical to implement on older computers. Recently ML has shown great suc-
cess in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Big Data applications, from the popularly used
cellphone assistant Siri [4] to driver-less Google cars [5]. Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs), a ML method loosely inspired by the brain, have achieved near-human
level performance in image recognition [6] tasks. This challenge, trivial for people, has
evaded the capability of computers and computer programmers for decades. CNNs are
an example of Deep Learning (DL) algorithms. They are ‘deep’ in the sense that they
use a multi-layered architecture to learn. DL has had incredible success in other do-
mains too, from voice recognition to brain-machine interfaces and medical diagnoses,
thus illustrating its promise for many applications.
ML is applied in many arenas but is still fairly new to astronomy. The aim of this study
is to establish whether or not ML has a positive role to play in the future of astronomy.
To answer this problem there are several research objectives to lead us toward our aim.
First, we must come to understand ML fundamentals. In particular, we must learn what
DL is and how to successfully apply it. Second, we will need to identify a problem we
can use as a test-case of DL’s effectiveness in astronomy. For this we will apply DL
to transient classification, using data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), and
observe the accuracy and efficiency achieved on a real-world astronomy dataset. As
CNNs have proven successful at image recognition, they are the ML method of choice
for this application. This will act as a useful playground for exploring the role ML has
for the future of astronomy. The final research objective is the evaluation of ML’s future
potential in astronomy.
The primary interest is to ascertain the extent to which ML is effective. To be a viable
solution, ML must be both accurate and efficient. Classification accuracy needs to be
competitive with trained astronomers.
As supernovae are quite rare, occurring about once in a hundred years per galaxy, ML
must also be very stringent as to what constitutes a supernova. If not, then the pool of
objects classified as supernovae will be contaminated with countless false positives and
imaging artifacts that will waste resources on unnecessary and expensive follow ups.
The ML algorithm must be able to operate in real-time with a large data influx in order
to be efficient. Given its superiority in other computer vision tasks, DL promises to
Introduction 3
outperform more classical ML approaches [7]. We will investigate the validity of this
claim.
This thesis has been structured in the following way: Chapter 2 will use neural networks
as a drawing board for understanding the inner workings of ML methods and their
successful application. We will need to know the subtleties of what is involved in ML
and how to evaluate our results. In addition the inner workings of DL methods will
be explained. Chapter 3 will layout the nature of the test case. We will detail what
the SDSS sky survey entails; what data are collected and their structure. Next, the
current status of ML transient classification will be investigated to see what others have
discovered in their research. Here we will tackle the question of how to best achieve the
research objectives in a logically sound way and will provide an analysis and discussion





2.1.1 What is Machine Learning
Computers often cannot solve problems that people find trivial, despite performing sig-
nificantly better than humans on many tasks. Where we see objects with different depths
and shapes, a computer ‘sees’ only pixels - intensity values of red, green and blue dots on
a two dimensional grid. It is not clear how to program a computer to recognize all the
different pixel intensity configurations that correspond to a face in the real world. Faces
will vary in size and structure as well as hair, eye, and skin colours. In fact the same
face could be in different locations in ‘pixel space’ if obscured, in different orientations or
lighting conditions. Machine Learning (ML) is what allows the computer to teach itself
how to recognize faces when the required explicit instructions for facial recognition are
unknown. This complex task will require a mapping from input data (the facial image
pixels) to output classifications, shown in Figure 2.1. An example of ML is when the
mapping is not designed by a programmer but is instead ‘learned’ from example data;
this is a ML application. To this end many different algorithms have been designed that
develop complex models of input data. These models may be used to find clusters, make
predictions and even generate new data. Each of these algorithms try to find the best
possible model from the complete hypothesis space of models it can create. This process
of searching for model parameters that best encapsulates the data is known as training.
ML comes in three main categories; Supervised, Unsupervised and Reinforcement Learn-
ing. In Supervised Learning the algorithm is provided with many examples of in-
put and the desired output for training. To be more precise, given a set of data
4
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Figure 2.1: ML is used to perform complex tasks. A task will require a mapping - a
model - of inputs to outputs. The creation of the mapping by using sample data the
model will encounter is a ML problem [8].
D = ((~x n, yn), n = 1, . . . , N), the algorithm must learn the relationship between the
input vector ~x and the output y. ~x is a vector of m values, ~x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) [9].
A trained model can then take new input ~x? and predict the correct output y?. We
measure the degree of predictive success with the cost function (also known as the loss
function), C(ypred, ytrue), which takes the predictions and correct output as parameters.
Training the model is done by minimizing the cost function with respect to the model
parameters.
Supervised Learning itself has two sub-types - Regression and Classification. Regression
problems are concerned with giving real-valued output as a function of the input [10], see
Figure 2.2. There are many applications requiring numerical predictions on a continuum
such as stock prices, temperatures and power generation.
Classification is predicting discrete classes having learned from examples. For example,
a bank may wish to classify loan applicants into ‘high-risk’ and ‘low-risk’ groups. Unlike
regression, the output y can only take on the discrete values of ‘high-risk’ or ‘low-risk’.
A model is built from the customers’ historical data of incomes, savings, professions,
ages and debt histories that can predict the risk class of a new applicant. These items
of information about the applicant are known as features. If we look into the feature
space, a space made with each feature as a spacial dimension, we can create a model that
separates the two classes, see Figure 2.3. Features relevant to an applicant’s financial
capacity can provide many weak relations associated with their loan risk [12].
This resulting model can also be analysed to reveal the data’s underlying structure. In
the bank example, researchers can find common attributes of low-risk customers useful
for target advertising for new and safe loans.
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Figure 2.2: In Regression a continuous output as a function of the features is learned.
Here the examples (blue dots) have an output shown on the y − axis as a function
of a single feature, corresponding to the x-axis. While the examples clearly have the
unmistakable pattern of an ascending straight line, the regression model must not be
confused by the noise. The fitted model (shown in red) can be used to make predictions,
ypred, for the output of a new example input, x
?, that is close to the true output y? [11]
.
Figure 2.3: Two different classes (open and filled circles) fill the two dimensional
feature space. Classification is the building of a model that can separate the classes
such that for any new feature vector, x?, the correct class can be predicted. The model
shown by the red line cuts across the feature space to differentiate the class of objects
on one side versus the other. This algorithm used here tries to produce a boundary
that is equally distant between the nearest examples, as shown by the broken lines to
either side of the border. If a new object which lies to the top-right of the feature plane
were discovered the model can be used to predict that it should be a filled circle [13].
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A regression model can tackle classification problems by assigning a level of confidence for
an object belonging to a class. This is often done by giving a prediction between zero and
one. The continuous output is then discretized, often by thresholding, to get a discrete
label. For example, output above 0.5 would be classified as a high-risk and below 0.5 as
low-risk. However, multi-label problems cannot be answered with a single-valued output.
A classic example used within ML texts [14] is that of optical character recognition;
recognizing printed or written numeric characters from their scanned images. Such multi-
label problems are treated by producing an output vector, ~y, of ten values between zero
and one. Should the second value in the vector be the largest this would mean the digit
is classified as a two. The vector ~yi = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) would symbolise the label
being a two as the one is in the second position. Similarly ~yi = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
represents a three. This method of numerically encoding discrete labels is known as
one-hot encoding.
Ideally machines would learn about the world like babies in that they learn to distinguish
between objects and people without being given explicit labels. ML could then be much
more useful as there is far less labelled data than not. Learning models without data
labels is known as Unsupervised Learning. Unsupervised algorithms attempt to find an
accurate but compact description of the data [15]. Once built, the model can be used
to find clusters, as in Figure 2.4, compress the data or generate more with the same
structure.
Figure 2.4: While data may not have labels, Unsupervised Learning may still be used
to uncover some inherent structure. Here indistinguishable objects, shown as squares,
are in the two dimensional feature space. A common Unsupervised Learning method is
Clustering. Uncovering how many clusters there are within the data and where in the
feature space they lie [16].
Semi-supervised learning is the common scenario in which there is a minority of labelled
and a majority of unlabelled data. For example, there are many millions of images of
trees on the internet, but few of the images will specify the species. Pure supervised
learning would be forced to use only the labelled images and cast away the rest, losing
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valuable information. Semi-supervised learning takes a more advanced approach and
uses the unlabelled data to enhance the learning process. The unlabelled data are used
to ‘prime’ the model, narrowing in on a range of useful parameter initializations before
supervised learning begins. The pre-training makes the model come to recognize trees,
even though it cannot yet distinguish species. It will come to expect trunks, branches,
green leaves and bark. Consequently, the subtleties of variations that distinguish species
can then be taught using the limited labelled data. The final model will likely be better
than one trained on the labelled data alone as shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: A semi-supervised model (shown in black) was shown 2.5 million exam-
ples without labels. These were used to instantiate the model parameters with better
starting values than randomness would have produced. In this case, the semi-supervised
model outperforms the supervised model (shown in blue), with parameters settled on
sub-optimal values due to the worse initial parameter values. Analogously, it is much
easier to teach someone to recognize different bird species (the labels) when they are
accustomed to what birds generally look like. The oscillations to the far right of the
semi-supervised model result from the error being so close to zero that sampling vari-
ations appear large on the log-scale [17].
Instead of predicting output or uncovering structure, Reinforcement Learning handles
an agent in an environment, like a character in a game world. The objective is to
maximize the agent’s behaviour - its actions in response the environment - when a reward
is received over time or only at the very end. Figure 2.6 shows an AI system that can
learn to play Atari games without explicit instructions at all. Unlike supervised learning
the agent is not informed of correct and incorrect behaviours but unlike unsupervised
learning there is some feedback on performance. If the game character’s reward is its
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survival time it must learn life-span enhancing behaviour, such as eating, and avoiding
dangerous actions, like drinking poison. [15]
Figure 2.6: The ‘Deep Q-Network’ analyses four sequential video frames and predicts
future game score for each possible action. This system is not even given instructions
as to what objects to avoid, the characteristic elements of the game or how each control
will impact the score. Instead information is extracted from the pixels through image
convolutions and hidden layers (described in Section 2.2) and fed to the Reinforcement
Learning algorithms which must learn to recognize game elements and their attributes
and which actions in different game states most improve the score [18].
Sometimes new information becomes available over time. This means the model would
have to be entirely retrained on the expanded data set, a time-consuming task. Online
Learning is used to combat this problem. Predictions are made on each instance in
a series and it will receive a reward or loss after each one [10]. It is not necessarily
supervised or unsupervised as incoming data may or may not have labels. The model’s
objective is to maximise accumulated reward (or minimize the accumulated loss). Ex-
pressed formally: For each item in the sequence s = 1, 2, 3, . . . , the algorithm:
1. Takes input xs ∈ X
2. Makes prediction ys ∈ Y
3. Receives a response zs ∈ Z
4. Incurs a cost cs = c(ys, zt)
Online learning is similar to reinforcement learning, however, the reward is instanta-
neous.
2.1.2 Features
In all ML applications features come in three types. Binary Features can take on only
true or false values (numerically represented as one and zero). For instance, a feature
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‘being human’ can only be true or false. A categorical feature, a person’s career for
instance, may be thought of as a series of binary features. The first binary variable may
detail if the person is a doctor or not; the second for if they are a doctor etc. Nominal
Features are multi-valued but discrete, such as a person’s shoe size. Real Features can
take on a continuous range of values such as someone’s height.
Not all features are equally useful for a ML practitioner. Some features are irrelevant
and only serve to add noise to the data set which can decrease performance. A person’s
favourite colour would likely not help predict their income. Correlated features are ones
that are related to each other. For example a person’s weight is strongly correlated with
their height. As a person’s height increases, their weight usually does too. Including
their weight to the feature-set would add information but not as much as an uncorrelated
(but relevant) feature would. Lastly, a feature may be entirely redundant (a correlation
coefficient of one or minus one) adding no new information that is not already captured




Support Vector Machines(SVMs)[19] are a commonly used machine classification al-
gorithm. This is done by finding the maximum-margin hyperplane that separates two
classes of points. The hyperplane is defined so as to have the maximum distance possible
between the hyperplane and the nearest point from either of the classes. A hyper-plane
can be written as:
~w · ~x− b = 0 (2.1)
where ~w is the vector normal to the hyperplane and ~x is the feature vector. Where
the two classes are linearly separable, two parallel hyperplanes can be constructed that
separate the classes where the gap between planes is maximised. The region between
planes is known as the margin. A hyperplane made between the two hyperplanes would
then maximally separate the classes.
The two boundary planes are described by:
~w · ~x− b = 1 (2.2)
and
~w · ~x− b = −1 (2.3)
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where the distance between them is 2||~w|| . To ensure that no points fall in the margin
implies the constraints that for all i,
~w · ~x− b ≥ 1, if yi = 1 (2.4)
and
~w · ~x− b ≥ 1, if yi = −1. (2.5)
These constraints may be rewritten as
yi(~w · ~xi − b) ≥ 1. (2.6)
As such this becomes an optimization problem for the parameters ~w and b subject to
the constraints such that ||~w|| is minimized.
However, classes will often not be linearly separable. In this case the hinge loss function
is used:
max(0, 1− yi(~w · ~xi − b)). (2.7)
Where the the constraint is satisfied, and the point is in the correct side of the hyper-
plane the cost is zero, otherwise the cost is proportional to the distance from the margin.





max(0, 1− yi(~w · ~xi − b))
]
+ λ||~w||2 (2.8)
where λ shifts the balance between preferring increased margin size or ensuring that all
points are on the correct side.
SVMs may be further generalised by using the kernel-trick. Here the dot product is
instead replaced by a non-linear kernel function. This can be thought of as applying
a standard SVM to a feature space which has been non-linearly transformed from the
original features.
2.1.3.2 Random Forest
In order to understand Random Forests[20] the concept of the decision tree needs to be
discussed. A decision tree works by subdividing the training examples using one feature
at a time in order to create subsets that are purely of one-class or another. For example,
in order to classify if a transaction is fraudulent or not the set of transactions can be split
by whether or not the account associated has fraudulent history or not. Each subset can
then be further subdivided by whether it is a current or savings account and so on. The
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choice of which variables to separate on first, and at which point they are to be split,
can be guided by several algorithms. Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3)[21] for instance,
chooses the feature and point at which to split the data based on an entropic measure
of the purity of the child groups.
Decision trees, if allowed to grow too long can learn very spurious patterns to distinguish
classes, patterns which do not hold generally beyond the training dataset. Tree bagging
tackles this issue by created many decision trees and averaging their decisions. Each
tree is itself trained on a random subset of the data. Random Forest takes this concept
further by also randomly selecting a subset of features that each tree may use.
2.2 Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are one of many ML algorithms developed over the
last century. In deep learning applications, which we shall cover in Section 2.5, ANNs
are almost exclusively used. For us they will make an indispensable start toward deep
learning techniques and serve as a platform for more in-depth ML understanding. A
simple definition of an ANN was provided by an influential figure in neuro-computing, Dr
Robert Hecht-Nielson. He defines a neural network as “...a computing system made up of
a number of simple, highly interconnected processing elements, which process information
by their dynamic state response to external inputs” [22]. ANNs derive their name from
being simplistic models of biological neural networks, see Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: ANNs are loosely inspired by the structure and operation of biological
neurons. The neuron receives information in the form of potential differences at the
tips of the dendrites. These electrical impulses are then carried toward the cell body
which will itself emit an electrical signal along the axon to other neurons. The emission
of an electric spike is dependent on the information received at the dendrites and the
‘chemical computation’ of those inputs within the cell. Biological neurons either fire or
they do not, but do not emit a continuous range of potential differences as an artificial
neuron does [23].
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The first neural network model was developed with electrical circuits by Warren Mc-
Culloch and Walter Pitts in 1943 [24]. However, the model lacked a mechanism for
learning. Since then there have been many improvements [25]. The advent of signif-
icantly faster computers in the 1950’s allowed for larger networks [25] leading IBM to
form a research group to study pattern recognition and information theory under the
leadership of Nathaniel Rochester [25]. They developed and simulated abstract neural
networks on the new IBM 704 computer. By 1959 neural network models called “ADA-
LINE” and “MADELINE” were designed that were similar to the ANNs of today [25].
MADELINE was more advanced than her counterpart and was the first ANN applied
to solve a real problem; eliminating echoes on phone lines. Then in 1962 a significant
step was made; a learning algorithm, the Windrow-Hoff rule, was developed that could
change parameter values as a function of the prediction error [25] making the neuron
perform better.
Despite the promising success with neural networks, interest faded in favour of Von
Neumann computing architecture in a period known as the AI winter [26]. This was
partly the result of the early successes which led to over-expectations for what neural
networks are capable of. The inevitable disappointment led to research and funding
being drastically decreased.
In 1986 three independent research groups tackled a method to extend the Windrow-Hoff
rule to multi-layer networks and came up with similar ideas regarding what is now called
back-propagation [27]. The development of this powerful training algorithm combined
with faster computers thawed neural networks out of obscurity.
No understanding of neurons would be complete without first understanding Percep-
trons [28]. Developed in the 1950’s and 1960’s by Frank Rosenblatt, a perceptron con-
sists of one or more inputs, a processor and a single output [28] illustrated in Figure 2.8.
The flow of information follows a “feed-forward model”. In this model information en-
ters as inputs as is processed the network, layer by layer till a result is produced; there is
no feedback between layers. For the perceptron this means m inputs, represented by the
real-valued ~x = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xm), are fed to the perceptron which computes a single
result. Each input value, xi, is multiplied by a corresponding real-valued weight wi. All
weighted inputs are summed, which can be represented as a dot-product
m∑
i=1
xiwi = ~x · ~w (2.9)
where m is the number of inputs and ~w = (w1, w2, w3, . . . , wm). Should the sum be
greater than the threshold 0, the perceptron outputs a 1, otherwise a 0. Expressed as a
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Figure 2.8: A Perceptron is a simple model of a neuron. Input is given in the form of
a linear weighted sum,
∑n
i=0 wixi, over all n input values. The result is used as input
for the (often non-linear) activation function. For the first perceptrons this was the
step-wise function which outputs one if the sum is greater than 0, otherwise a -1 [29].
function this reads,
f(~x) =
1, ~x · ~w ≥ 00, otherwise (2.10)
The larger the absolute value of a weighting |wi| the more the corresponding input
xi contributes to the sum. A positive weighting increases the likelihood of ‘exciting’
the neuron which leads to an output of 1. Negative weights will reduce the sum and
so ‘inhibit’ the neuron. Weightings can be tuned so the neuron is more responsive
to specific inputs, some of which will be excitatory and others inhibitory. Similarly
changing the threshold affects the output but in the reverse manner to the weightings.
Decreasing the threshold increases the likelihood of the neuron ‘firing’ whereas increasing
the threshold decreases the likelihood. Threshold varying is equivalent to holding the
threshold constant and adding a bias, a constant b, to the dot-product.
f(~x) =
1, ~x · ~w + b ≥ 00, otherwise (2.11)
A positive bias is then excitatory, and negative is inhibitory. This still is not optimal as
now weightings and an additional bias term must be tuned. Instead the bias is absorbed
into the dot-product by introducing an extra input of x0 which is always equal to one
with its corresponding weighting of w0. By varying the weighing w0 this is equivalent to
changing the value of the bias term. Now all neuron tuning is done on the weightings.
Till now we assign the neuron output only a zero or one according to a threshold. There
is no reason why the output cannot be some other function f(~x · ~w), known as the
activation function. Many different activation functions have been used throughout the
development of ANNs. The function favoured today is the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
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or max(0, X). ReLU activations will grow linearly for X > 0 but are zero where X < 0.
Research has shown that ReLUs make training quicker and have better overall results
than sigmoidal activations [30].
A perceptron can learn a limited number of relations between inputs [28]. In particular
the exclusive-or (XOR) function was determined to be beyond its learning capability in
1969 as discussed by Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert [31]. However, the output
of one neuron may feed as the input to another neuron and so on forming a network.
Combining many simple elements into a network can produce a much more complex
system [32]. Networks differ in kind but all share the same components: nodes, and
connections between them [33]. Individual nodes can be thought of as computational
units or neurons. Each receives input and processes the information to generate an
output. The processing may be very basic (such as a simple summation of the input) or
more complex. Connections between the nodes determine the direction of information
flow. Interactions between the nodes lead to the complex emergent behaviour of the
network.
Figure 2.9: Pictured above is the architecture of a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP).
An MLP is an example of a ‘feed-forward’ network as information flows through the
network in one direction only (left to right in the figure). The network is composed of
an arbitrary number of layers but will always have an input layer (on the far left) which
receives the features and an output layer (on the far right) which returns the model
results. Each perceptron within layer 1 takes a weighted sum - connection weightings
can differ between neurons - of the input features through a non-linearity The singular
output of each input node forms one feature for the next layer to the right, the first
hidden layer. Similarly output from each of the layer 2 neurons serves as input features
to layer 3, the second hidden layer. Finally layer 4, the output layer, computes the model
result. As there are four output nodes, this MLP provides four different answers. For
example each of the four neurons may give output representing the model’s confidence
that the input example image features belong to a cat, dog, man or mouse respectively.
The layer 4 neuron with the largest output will then determine to which of the classes
the item belongs [34].
Feed-forward ANNs are organized into layers. There are at least two layers to a neural
network such as in Figure 2.9; the first layer, or input layer, and the last layer, the output
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layer. Should there be layers between, they are known as hidden layers. The output
from all input layer neurons are fed as input to second layer neurons. The second layer’s
output is now based on the results from the input layer. A feed-forward system allows
proceeding layers to make decisions at a more abstract level than preceding layers [35].
These networks are much more capable of fitting to arbitrary feature relations. In fact
they can compute any continuous function [36]. Changing one neuron to act as an AND
logic gate is easily done by hand. However, for ANNs that have hundreds or thousands
of neurons an algorithm must be used to train the weightings.
2.2.1 Training
Geoffrey Hinton, around 1985, developed a multi-layer neural network that could learn
more functions than the single layer perceptron could [28] [27]. Hinton also developed
the training algorithm for multi-layered neural networks called back-propagation [37].
Back-propagation is a supervised learning training method where the cost is calculated.
The cost is a measure of the difference between output nodes of the network and their
target values.
Mean Squared Error (MSE) is a common cost function used in regression models. It
is just the average squared difference between the true value of example i, yi, and the
predicted value, y?i .
MSE =
∑n
i=1(yi − y?i )2
n
(2.12)
where n is the number of examples in the test-set, yi is the true label for example i, and
y?i is the predicted value,
Back-propagation is aptly named as the cost is propagated backward though the network,
adjusting connection weightings, moving to a different location in ‘weight space’, to
reduce the error at every stage.
Gradient descent is the typical method used to tune the weights once we have the cost.
The cost function can be pictured as a surface of height parametrised by the weightings,
see Figure 2.10 for a detailed picture. The cost-surface will have many peaks (local
maxima) and troughs (local minima). Weights are usually initialized to take on random
values; the exact distribution from which they are sampled can vary. All the weight co-
ordinates will specify a point in the cost-landscape. The lowest possible cost, and so the
best fit of the neural network, lies in the deepest trough, the global minima. Gradient
descent looks at the immediate area around the current location, see Figure 2.11, and
walk down the path of steepest descent. As gradient descent only walks downhill, and
not up, there is no guarantee that it will reach the global minima. Gradient descent
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Figure 2.10: A neural network like many ML models can be highly complex, non-
linear and non-convex. A function, f(x), is convex over an interval [a, b] if the second
derivative f ′′(x) ≥ 0 for all x in [a, b]. It may not be possible to analytically calculate
the optimal parameters for the model. However, we can use gradient descent to slide
down the surface of the cost function to a minima. Consider the simplified cost equation
of f(x) = 12x
2. Left of the minima at x = 0 the derivative, f ′(x) = x, will be negative.
So we can decrease the value of f(x) by choosing a new value for x to the right of its
previous position. Similarly where x is positive the derivative will be positive and so
moving leftward will bring us closer to the minima [38].
Figure 2.11: Where the cost function is a surface in a multi-dimensional space, here
w0 and w1, the negative of the derivative at any point will point in the direction of
steepest decent. Updating the weights to new values close to the last position but in
the direction of steepest descent will reduce the cost of the model [29].
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cannot climb a peak to get to a deeper trough. Finding the gradient of a function is in
principle straight forward but can get messy. First let us define some notation referring
to Figure 2.12: zj is the weighted input sum of node j in layer l. gj is the activation
function applied to zj at node j in layer l. aj is the activation, the output of aj = gj(zj)
at node j in layer l. wij is the weight connecting node i in layer (l − 1) to node j in
layer l. tk is the target prediction for the k’th neuron in the output layer.
Figure 2.12: The effective algebraic function of an MLP takes the form of activation
functions nested inside each other. Input activation values, or features, ai are used in
the weighted summation, zj = bj +
∑
i aiwij , as part of the input to the next activation
function, gj , which determines the activation, aj = gj(zj). These values are in turn
used in the weighted sum, zk = bk +
∑
j ajwjk as input to the final activation function,
gk, to produce the activation of ak. If the model parameters are tuned correctly ak
should be close to the true output, tk, corresponding to input features ai. The training
method of back-propagation uses the chain-rule of calculus to see what the effect a
slight change to each parameter would make to the final result. The model will then
update each parameter in the direction that to first-order brings the output closer to
the true value [39] [40].
In order to understand the back-propagation algorithm we will consider a Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) with one hidden layer. The first case we will look at is the weights
connecting the final hidden layer to the output layer. Nodes in the hidden layer are
indexed by j, where there are J nodes in the final layer. TheK output nodes are similarly
indexed by k. For the cost function we take the sum of squares of the differences between
target values and the network predictions. This is often used in regression problems,






(ak − tk)2 (2.13)
A factor of 12 does not affect the results and is used for later convenience. The function
returns the cost of a single feed-forward prediction relating to a single example’s features.
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The total cost is the sum of every individual prediction’s cost. This is because we do not
wish to make the network efficient at recognizing only one item, but instead accurately
predict on the whole data set.



















The summation drops out as only one term survives the differentiation. The weight wjk
connects the j’th neuron in layer l−1 to only the k’th output node therefore every other
output node has no dependence on wjk and so all other derivatives are zero. Looking at
the partial derivative in Equation 2.14 we get
∂C
∂wjk




since tk is independent of the weights. Now we use the chain rule again on the activation
ak = gk(zk)









The weighted sum in the output layer is given by zk =
∑
jεJ gj(zj)wjk. Taking the
partial derivative we get ∂zk∂wjk = gj(zj) = aj . Again only one term survives from the
summation, but this time of index j. Substituting this simple result in place of ∂zk∂wjk in
Equation 2.16 we have
∂C
∂wjk
= (ak − tk)g′k(zk)aj (2.17)
where g′k is shorthand for
∂gk(zk)
∂wij
. We see the derivative is a product of three terms: The
difference between prediction and target value of neuron k; second is the derivative of
node k’s activation function from the last layer; lastly is the activation of node j in the





δk = (ak − tk)g′k(zk) (2.19)
The δk can be thought of as a measure of the error at tk. The error is back-propagated to
all the weights w1k, w2k, w3k, . . . , wJk in proportion to activation values a1, a2, a3, . . . , aJ .
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In doing this we find each weight’s contribution toward the error we wish to minimize.
So we now update the weights as wjk ← wjk − η Cwjk where η is the magnitude of the
step, or the step size. For all N examples within the dataset we sum the N steps η Cwjk
so as to average the best possible step to minimize the total cost. Too small a step
size means the algorithm will take too long to converge, and perhaps get stuck in local
minima. Too large a step size and gradient descent can overshoot minima altogether, or
oscillate over the minima never settling in the local minima, see Figure 2.13 for better
understanding. We now proceed with how to update the weights for all layers other
Figure 2.13: Navigating the cost function is not as simple as the case in Figure 2.11.
The surface will likely not have one local minima but many. Training the network by
sliding down the cost surface can trap the model in a sub-optimal local-minima. The
ideal is to find the global minima as in the image above, however, this may be too hard
to find. Therefore local minima which perform nearly as well as the global minima are
acceptable halting points for training [38].
than the last hidden one. Now i indexes nodes in layer (l − 1) and j those of layer l.
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Unlike with Equation 2.14 the sum is not dropped as every node in the hidden layer






























After decomposing zk in Equation 2.22 we determine
∂zk
∂wij






































































To update the weights at layer l − 1 the error signal of layer l is back-propagated and
weighted by the activation ai.
What is particularly convenient about back-propagation is that all the operations are
easily vectorizable. There are many programming modules that perform vectorized
equations significantly faster than iterating through all weights in a layer. Graphics
processing cards have thousands of cores which can do many thousands of algebraic
equations at one. We will come to the use of graphics cards later.
We can express this as a pseudo algorithm. For each example n in the training-set of N
in total [41]:
1. Feed forward through each layer l = 2, 3, . . . , L with
zx,l = wlax,l−1 (2.27)
where
ax,l−1 = g(zx,l) (2.28)
2. Compute the error at layer L:
































is denoted by 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4. Update all weights according to gradient descent for each layer according to





Each sweep through the entire data set is called an epoch.
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2.2.2 Advanced Training Methods
Training an MLP with back-propagation as it was originally designed can take a long
time. Every training iteration requires several time-consuming stages even with vec-
torized computation. Each training example must be fed-forward through the network.
Then each error must be back-propagated through the network. Finally all the weights
must be updated. And that is just one iteration. Back-propagation may not converge
for thousands.
Standard gradient descent computes the gradient of the cost function, C(θ), with respect
to the parameters θ for the entire training-set. This is known as Batch Gradient Descent
and where weights are updated according to the following rule,
θ = θ − η∆̇θC(θ) (2.33)
where ∆θ is the partial derivative with respect to θ. As the gradients need to be com-
puted for the entire training-set this can be a very slow training process and may be
limited by memory size. Such training is guaranteed to converge to the global minimum
for convex surfaces such as in Figure 2.11, and to a local minimum for non-convex sur-
faces. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) differs from batch gradient descent in that
the model parameters are updated for a single randomly selected example x(i) and label
y(i)
θ = θ − η∆̇θC(θ;x(i); y(i)) (2.34)
Batch training may perform redundant calculations in large data sets where there are
similar examples. SGD however, performs an update from just one sample at a time, is
much faster and can be used for online training. On average the gradient will point in
the correct direction with much less computation.
Mini-batch gradient descent learns from both SGD and batch training and instead per-
forms an update for every batch of n training samples.
θ = θ − η∆̇θC(θ;x(i:i+n); y(i:i+n)) (2.35)
In this way the high variance of parameter updates from SGD is reduced and training is
faster [42]. Common batch sizes vary between 2 to 256 examples. Mini-batch training
is what is commonly employed for training neural networks. The acronym SGD is often
used to refer to mini-batch training.
The stochastic nature of the batch means the batch gradient will often differ from the
complete set. While that seems to be counter-productive the occasional misstep means
it is possible to step over local minima and find a deeper one. Fewer samples increases
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the random missteps allowing much more exploration of the parameter-space. However,
using too few samples has the side-effect of increasing the training time. Every batch
loaded contributes to the latency overhead. SGD will spend a lot of time randomly
jumping through the parameter space so training will take a long time to converge.
However, the likelihood of finding a deeper minima is increased. Too many samples
within the batch will dampen the stochastic effect. The more samples in a batch the
less time each epoch will take. For best results the order in which the examples are fed
to SGD in each epoch should be randomized [42].
Momentum is a method that helps SGD navigate surfaces which curve more steeply in
one direction than in another 2.14 [43] [44]. This is done by smoothing out the SGD
updates by adding a weighted average of prior gradients
µt = γµt−1 − η.∆θC(θ) (2.36)
θ = θ − µt (2.37)
where γ, a hyper-parameter, is usually set to 0.9[45]. The momentum term increases
the step-size for dimensions where gradients tend to point in the same direction and
reduces step-size for dimensions where gradients often change directions. The idea is
that it removes some of the noise and oscillations SGD has, especially in the directions
of high curvature, see Figure 2.14 for an illustration.
Other extensions like Adagrad by Duchi [46], Nesterov accelerated GD [47], Adadelta
by Zeiler [48] and Adam by Kingma and Ba [49] are known to work equally well, if not
better than standard momentum in certain cases.
Too much momentum will cause gradient descent to overshoot. If the updates have a
high momentum in one direction they will tend to overshoot the local minima repeatedly.
Nesterov Accelerated Gradient tries to take into account the levelling off near the bottom
in order to forcefully reduce the momentum. If we use the momentum term γµt−1 to do
the updates we can get an approximation for the next position by computing θ − γt−1.
We can use this information to calculate the gradient not with respect to the current
parameters but with respect to the approximate future parameters:
µt = γµt−1 − η∆̇θJ(θ − γµt−1) (2.38)
θ = θ − µt (2.39)
where γ is again typically taken to be 0.9.
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Figure 2.14: The size of the step in weight space should be small enough so as to
be in the region where the derivative is tangential to the surface, but too small and
training may take a long time to converge, as in the case of path a. Too large a step-size
will encourage the model to leap over the minima to the other side where the gradient
has changed direction altogether. This leads to oscillatory behaviour, path b, where
the model may never converge. Momentum, path c, starts with a small step-size, but
increases the step size for the next iteration in the direction in which it last moved
reaching the minima in much fewer steps [35].
2.3 Optimization
2.3.1 Normalization
In many ML problems some features will consistently have much larger values than
others. Consider the case of predicting house market value. Two of the features may
be the last sale price and the number of rooms. Pricing may vary between R500, 000
to R20, 000, 000, leaving a huge range in between, whereas the typical number of rooms
varies over the small range of one to four. Some ML classifiers are immune to feature
scaling, however, gradient descent is negatively affected by features with values over
different scales, making the process take longer [50]. For many algorithms, if there
is a large discrepancy in the magnitude of features this can translate into the model
overestimating the role of the larger magnitude feature. Some algorithms for clustering,
or for feature reduction, can produce completely different results based on whether
features are scaled or not as they are sensitive to the variance within each feature.
Even in cases where the training algorithm is immune to such confusion, training is
significantly sped up by the appropriate normalization of features.
To solve this issue we can normalize the features to have a similar range. The most
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where x is the original feature and x′ is the rescaled value. This effectively forces each
feature to vary between zero and one.
Figure 2.15: Initialized weights of a neural network are usually randomly assigned
between -1 and 1. So on average a feature that has large values will contribute more
to the weighted sum than another smaller scaled feature by virtue of having a greater
product with the weighting. The arbitrary scaling of feature values should ideally
not alter the results but it has been found to at best slow learning down, and at worst
severely reduce model performance. Data will be normalized such that features are zero
centred (centre graph), and the range of each feature made equivalent (right graph) [51].
Standardization is another normalization method that not only rescales values over a





where x̄ is the mean of feature x and σ is the standard deviation.
In addition, feature variables may often be correlated. This causes a problem for gradient
descent, making optimization take longer [50]. Frequently a decorrelation method is
used to transform the current set of features to a new set without correlation between
variables. Consider Figure 2.16 where two features are strongly correlated with one
another. This can be treated simply with a linear transform to the feature vector
which effectively rotates the axes to lie along the lines of correlated variables. While
most decorrelation algorithms are linear, non-linear decorrelation transforms do exist.
Decorrelation of features is often known as data whitening.
Batch normalization is a method to counteract covariate shift [52]. Covariate shift is,
informally, when the distribution of a function domain changes. In practice, what this
means is that the n’th layer of neural network is not really learning P (Y |X), that is the
output Y based on the input X. What is really happening is that layer n is learning
P (Y |X, θ) where θ are the model parameters of previous layers. After a single training
cycle all parameters are updated; the parameters of the n−1’th layer are now θ?. In the
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Figure 2.16: Rescaling and centering data will still not be optimal for many ML
algorithms. After zero centering, as in Figure 2.15, there are still correlations in the
data. That is, knowing the value of feature x can inform you about the value of feature
y. The slanted elliptical data distribution means the greater in value feature x is, the
more likely feature y will be larger. This is not ideal for learning because weightings
on different features are now related which slows down the learning process and makes
model interpretation more difficult. This issue can be dealt with by decorrelation.
For linear correlations a rotation in feature space after zero-centering will work (centre
image). The features will still be on different scales. Decorrelation followed by rescaling
the data (image on right) is known as data whitening [51].
next forward-pass the n’th layer was expecting input with the same statistics as before,
that is from the previous layers of parameters θ. Instead, input has changed and layer
n is now learning P (Y |X, θ?). The more layers there are in the network the more the
effect compounds through layers. What batch normalization does is to standardize the
statistics of each layers output such that the layer above can expect input not to vary
significantly since the previous batch. This is done by normalizing the output activations
to a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1.
2.3.2 Learning Decay
Throughout training, learning-rates tend to be either too small or too large for the local
cost-surface. Early in training a large step-size is desirable to quickly navigate down to
a minima. If the learning rate were to be smaller in these regions gradient descent can
converge to the local minima. Near the bottom a smaller step-size prevents over-shooting
or oscillating over the minima.






where η0 is the initial learning-rate and γ is the decay constant. Empirically learning
decay has been shown to speed up learning and train more accurate models [43].
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Figure 2.17: Where the gradient is negative the minima lies to the right, so adding
the negative of the derivative multiplied by some constant η will take the weight toward
ωmin. An optimal magnitude for η will update the weight perfectly, as in (ii). This
optimum value is not known ahead of time, so (i) explores the results of having a
differing value. Where η < ηopt, see a, the weight updates will slowly approach the
minima. Where η is slightly larger than ηopt, see c, weight updates will oscillate over
the minima. Too large a learning rate - η > 2η in the simplified case of a parabolic cost
function - and the model weights will diverge [42].
2.3.3 Activation Functions
Non-linear activation functions are used so as to be able to approximate non-linear
relationships in the data [25]. A commonly used activation function is either the sigmoid,





or the hyperbolic tanh function [25].
Weights must be initialized such that activations are not saturated, especially in higher
layers. A saturated neuron is one that outputs a value near an activation function
asymptote where the gradients are tiny. Should the neuron start or become saturated
during training, the back-propagated signal multiplied by the gradient will approach
zero, effectively stopping the back-propagating signal [30].
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Figure 2.18: The sigmoid function.
In theory, no non-linearity has more expressive power than any other, as long as they
are continuous, bounded and monotonically increasing [36]. However, the rectified linear
unit (ReLU), shown in Figure 2.19, has been found to train faster and produce better
models [53].
Being a simple max(0, x) operation, ReLUs quickly compute and are trained faster than
both sigmoidal and tanh activations, see Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21 [30]. In addition
they do not require normalization to prevent saturation [30]. If just a few examples
produce a positive input to a ReLU, then learning will take place on that neuron.
However, ReLUs can die during training. A dead ReLU is one in the −∞ < x < 0 region
where the gradient is zero which prevents training of the neuron and layers below.
Figure 2.19: Of recent invent [53] was the use of the ReLU activation function in
MLPs. g(z)ReLU = max(0, z) has been found to train networks significantly faster
and perform better than equivalent MLPs using sigmoidal activation functions [54].
However, where x < 0 the neuron is dead, or has a gradient of zero [54].
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Figure 2.20: Models learned after being initialized with different weight parameters
may differ in performance. One study [53] explored the effects of using ReLU over the
more traditional sigmoidal activation functions. Many models of differing number of
hidden layers and initialized weights were trained on the same data to see how activation
functions affect performance. The graph on the left showing log (Test Error) versus
number of hidden layers shows a clear pattern of ReLU models (in red) outperforming
sigmoidal models (in blue) by two orders of magnitude at peak model performance
densities. Zooming in on errors of order 10−2 on the right, the affect becomes more
pronounced in larger models where ReLU models not only perform better on average
but have error-rates no sigmoidal MLP ever achieves [55].
Figure 2.21: ReLU activation functions have been demonstrated to not only produce
more accurate models but to train significantly faster. Shown above is the training
error rate versus the number of training epochs. A four-layer neural-net achieves 25%
training error rate on the popular image recognition CIFAR-10 data set [56] six times
faster than the equivalent network using tanh activation functions. Learning rates were
optimized independently for each model so as to make training as fast as possible for
that activation function. The magnitude of the effect will vary for different model
architectures, however, models trained with ReLUs tend to consistently learn several
times faster than their tanh or sigmoidal model equivalents [30].
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2.3.4 Weight Initialization
Initial weights have significant importance in training speed and accuracy [42]. Weights
cannot all be set the same value. If all neurons where equally weighted they would
produce the same output leading to the same gradients in back-propagation making
training futile. This is not true for biases which are generally set to 0. However, ReLU
biases are set to be a small positive value such as 0.01 to ensure that all ReLU activations
are in the positive regime.
It has been discovered that output variance grows with the number of neuron inputs.







where fanin is the number of inputs and Σ is a Gaussian of mean zero and standard
deviation one.
More recent analysis by Glorot et al. [58] suggests weights should be sampled from a




and fanout is the number
of output neurons.
A comparative study Larochelle et al. found that using the same neuron-count in each
layer fares better than a decreasing or increasing neuron-count. The first hidden layer
cannot be too small or else it cannot capture enough information from the input, but too
many neurons risks over-fitting. However, for most tasks an over-complete first hidden
layer works better than an under-complete one. A rule of thumb for the first hidden
layer is 2n+ 1 where n is the number of input features.
2.3.5 GPU Speed Up
When dealing with neural networks of many millions of parameters and tens of thousands
of training samples the training process can take weeks. Most of the training time is
spent on matrix operations. These are matrix-vector products, used in forward and
back-propagation, and vector outer-products when calculating weight updates.
Matrix-matrix multiplications can be done substantially faster than an equivalent se-
quence of matrix-vector products. Firstly by smart caching mechanisms as implemented
in the BLAS library, and secondly thanks to parallelism [59]. The speed-up is generally
not in proportion to the number of cores used due to high data transfer and the associ-
ated latency [60]. For small matrices the multi-core computations may take even longer
than a single core because of this. However, parallelism is more efficient with larger
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matrices. Each neuron in a layer receives input as a weighted sum or dot-product. As
such, neural networks are highly parallelizable by nature. Entire training batches can
be processed simultaneously.
In recent years GPUs decreased training times by some two-orders of magnitude com-
pared to CPUs [60]. The typical CUDA-capable [61] GPU has several multi-processors
(MP) [62]; each of which contains several streaming multi-processors (SMs) to form a
building block. Within each SM there are several stream processors (SP) that share
control logic and global low-latency high bandwidth memory bank. The high band-
width comes at the cost of a small amount of RAM and lower clock speed. GPUs
typically have between 2-8GB compared to up to a terabyte for a CPU. Unfortunately
information must be sent to the GPU by the CPU via the PCI-E connector which is
slow and has large latency. A GPU’s architecture allows for thousands of threads, or
processes, to run concurrently, shown in Figure 2.22. While CPUs are designed to han-
dle general computing workloads, with units capable of processing high accuracy 64-bit
floating point numbers, GPUs are less capable in the kinds of operations they can handle
but can execute many threads at once making them excel at linear algebra and matrix
multiplications.
Figure 2.22: Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) excel at algebraic operations. GPUs
were initially developed to use many cores for image-processing and the gaming in-
dustry. Despite each core being slower and with less allocated memory than a CPU,
parallization allows for faster algebraic operations. Using a GPU, SGD on a GPU
is handled like a production-line. Training batches are loaded onto the GPU (often
pre-processed by the CPU). Then batches are simultaneously processed through the
network to determine weight updates. Finally, model weights which are stored on the
GPU are updated while the next training batch is loaded [63].
Unfortunately, programming GPUs is difficult, hard to optimize and requires specialized
compilers. Fortunately many software libraries, as in Figure 2.23, have been developed
at a higher level of abstraction to the GPU instructions. Together with libraries such as
Theano and TensorFlow, models have been trained with over 100 million parameters.
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Figure 2.23: Several deep learning frameworks have been developed to accelerate
model construction and training. Popular packages are shown above. The research in
this thesis has been implemented using libraries built on top of the Python Theano
framework. The open-source Theano, like several other frameworks, includes built in
automatic gradient computation, commonly used functions, CPU multi-threading and
GPU parallel processing on Nvidia hardware [64].
2.4 Over/Under-fitting
For a model to be useful it must generalize beyond the training data. A model could have
100% accuracy on the training data just by memorizing every example, but then it has
not generalized at all. For an analogy; a student can learn to score perfectly on past paper
questions if they appear in an exam but s/he has sacrificed general understanding for
knowledge of particular questions and will likely perform poorly on unseen questions [8].
S/he has over-fit the training-set of past papers but would not perform well on the
test-set (the exam), see Figure 2.24.
This illustrates the need for splitting all the data into a training-set and test-set, il-
lustrated by Figure 2.25. In order for this to work, training and test samples must be
representative of the underlying problem. The test-set must not be used in any way
for training to remain an unbiased evaluation of the model’s performance. Should it
be used for training, even indirectly, then the model can learn to fit the test-set. This
suggests that the model should not fully optimize performance on the training-set, see
Figure 2.26. Over-fitting occurs more often in regression problems where the output is
dependent on more than the information contained in the data set, such as environmen-
tal noise. Should the model over-fit training data, it is fitting to the noise and not the
general trend.
The ‘no free lunch’ theorem formalized by Wolpert [67] stipulates that no algorithm can
beat random guessing over all possible functions to be learned, seemingly supplanting
ML altogether. However, real-world functions are not uniformly drawn from the set of
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Figure 2.24: A neural network is trained to predict y from the x feature based on
the 12 examples, shown as circles. The dashed line shows the function from which the
points were sampled. A) A network of five neurons in the hidden-layer is fitted to the
data producing the function approximation shown by the solid line. The model fits
well but appears to have some bias in the 0.4 < x < 0.9 region where the model is
insensitive to the variance within the training data. B) A network of 20 hidden units
is fitted. The significant number of parameters allows the model to fit perfectly, giving
the correct prediction for every example feature. Bias is quite low in that the model
is quite sensitive to variations within the data. However, variance is high as a small
change in x has extreme effects on the prediction. The model thus over-fits the training
data and would not generalize to new data sampled from the original function [35].
Figure 2.25: Model performance cannot be measured with the training data as the
result can be misleading. With enough degrees of freedom a model can fit the training
data perfectly but generalize badly to unseen data. To avoid over-fitting, the data are
split into a training-set, and a test-set used only for an unbiased performance measure
of the model [65].
all possible functions. Therefore it is reasonable to make assumptions that functions
should be smooth, similar examples should have similar classes and simple functions are
favoured over complex ones. Every algorithm must make assumptions beyond the data
in order to generalize beyond the training data [9].
Over and under-fitting can be described in term of bias and variance. With too little
complexity, loosely the number of parameters, a fitted model is biased ; insensitive to
variation in the data. For example a straight line fitted to points sampled from a sine
function will not capture any of the oscillatory behaviour; the model has under-fit.
In contrast, a highly complex function, as in the second frame of Figure 2.24, can go
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Figure 2.26: The more parameters the more capacity (horizontal axis) a model has to
fit training-data (bottom curve, blue) thereby reducing test error (top curve, red). In-
creasing capacity also expands the number of training samples a model can fit. Training
performance increases because the model fits the noise inherent to training data more
than the general trend. Beyond the optimal capacity is the over-fitting regime. Prior to
the optimal model capacity, in the under-fitting regime; there are not enough param-
eters to characterise the training data producing poor training and test performance
results [66].
through every point but introduces unnatural wiggles. The model has high variance;
minor variations in the data would result in a very different model. This illustrates the
bias-variance dilemma; too low complexity introduces systematic bias that no amount
of data can resolve but too much complexity increases variance and generalization is
lost.
2.4.1 Curse of Dimensionality
Figure 2.27: If eight of ten regions in a 1D feature space (left image) are known; a
density of 8/10 is sufficient to estimate values for the two unknown regions. In a 2D
plane (centre image) the number of regions grows to 102 = 100. The number of samples
needed to maintain the density is 0.8 ∗ 102 = 80. For a 3D feature-space (right image)
this escalates to 800 samples. In general the number of samples needed scales as O(V d)
where d is the number of dimensions and V is the number of distinguishable regions
per dimension [66].
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Naively, intuitions formed in a 3D world suggest that the addition of features could
only increase classifier performance. However, with a large number of features potential
benefit may be outweighed by the Curse of Dimensionality - a phrase coined by Bellman
in 1961 [9]. Models generalize poorly in high dimensional data sets for several reasons:
1. When features are added to a fixed number of samples they cover a dwindling
fraction of the feature-space. If n samples are required for an R1 feature space to
be considered dense, then nd samples are required to maintain the same density
in d dimensions, see Figure 2.27. The low data density in high dimensional space
will require stronger and more accurate constraints [68].
2. Algorithms relying on similarity between samples (often a measure of the dis-
tance between points) break down. Consider the K-nearest neighbour classifier.
Unknown points are classified by comparing to the closest K samples. This is
powerful in a densely packed low-dimensional space such as R2. However, with
the addition of 98 irrelevant features (R100), the irrelevant noise from the many
features dominate the distance measure effectively making decisions random.
3. Even if all additional features are relevant, in a high dimensional space all examples
can appear as nearest neighbours. Consider the idealized case where examples are
laid out on a regular grid. In one dimension, the two nearest neighbours will lie
on either side at the same distance from a sample xt. In two dimensions the four
nearest neighbours lie at the corners of the square surrounding xt. In general for
a sample xt in d dimensions the number of nearest neighbours is given by 2d. In
a high dimensional space so many samples can be considered nearest neighbours,
effectively making the K nearest neighbours random.
4. Objects in higher dimensional spaces have a larger amount of surface area for
a given volume than objects in low dimensional spaces. For example, most of
the volume of a multivariate Gaussian distribution comes not from near the mean
(where the values are large) but much further out where the tails of the distribution
are small but sweep into a much larger volume than near the core. Put in another
way, most of the volume of a higher dimensional orange comes not from the pulp
but the thin sliver of skin far from the centre. It follows that in order to enclose
even a small fraction of the data a large radius is required [68]. The edge length
of a unit-hypercube required to contain a fraction p of the samples is given by
ed(p) = p
1/d (2.45)
where d is the number of dimensions. In order to enclose just 10% of the total
data the edge length is e10(0.1) = 0.8. Therefore very large regions are required
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to capture a small amount the of the data making it difficult to provide a local
estimate for high dimensional data.
5. Most samples will be closer to an edge than to any other sample. For a scenario
in which n data points are uniformly distributed in a d dimensional sphere of unit








In a 10 dimensional space with 200 data points this translates to a median distance
of D(10, 200) ≈ 0.57. The nearest point to the origin is over half the way from
the origin to the radius, which is closer to the boundary of the data. Most data
points are outliers in their own projection. This can be illustrated by the idea of
standing at the end of a porcupine quill. Every other quill will appear far away
and clumped near the centre. This illustrates the difficulty in prediction of the
label at a given point as any point will on average be closer to the edge than the
training data point and so requires extrapolation.
There is some respite from the curse of dimensionality. In general, examples do not pop-
ulate the feature space uniformly but are concentrated in a lower dimensional manifold.
For example, k-nearest neighbours performs well for handwritten digit recognition even
though the feature space is large. A 28 × 28 pixel image equates to a feature space of
282 = 784 dimensions, however, the digits only live on a much smaller manifold in the
full feature space.
2.4.2 Data Augmentation
Consider training a dogs and cats classifier. If it so happens that many of the cats face
toward the left the network may learn to only recognize leftward facing cats and not
‘realize’ the class is not dependent on orientation. To reduce over-fitting of this kind
for images, it is common practice to apply label-preserving transformations to already
existing data to generate more. This is known as Data Augmentation [69] [70] [30].
Using augmented data typically boosts performance by about 3% [71], even in large
data sets such as Galaxy Zoo [72] [70]. Commonly applied image transformations are
skewing [28], translation, reflection, brightness adjustment [30] and rotation [69].
The use of data augmentation does introduce a new problem. If every image has many
variations made, the resulting data set will be many times larger than the original.
Some data sets, such as ImageNet [73], are already massive and it would be impractical
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to store all this data [70]. This problem is treated by applying data augmentation on
the fly while the original image is in memory, producing a temporary training batch
before being discarded. In many implementations image transformations are applied by
the CPU while the GPU is training on the previous batch of images being even more
economical with computing time.
2.4.3 Regularization
If the model has more parameters than necessary it will tend to over-fit the training
data [70]. Regularization is a method of ensuring over-fitting does not occur even when
the model is over-complex for the task.
2.4.3.1 Weight Decay
The idea behind weight decay, also known as L2 regularization is to add a regularization
term to the cost C0 to obtain the modified cost






where ω is the weights vector, n the number of samples and λ is a scaling constant. All
things being equal the network will now prefer to use small weights.
To see why this helps reduce over-fitting consider back-propagation with the modified































ω − η C0
∂ω
(2.51)
The update rule for the biases is unchanged but the weights are rescaled by a factor
of 1 − ηλn . This rescaling is what is referred to as weight decay. The first term favours
few and small weights, however, weights can still increase if it causes a decrease in the
unregularized cost function [43].
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Naturally this is similar to L2 in that the model prefers smaller and fewer weights. To
consider the difference between L1 and L2 regularization let us again consider the update










where sgn(w) is the sign of w. A small caveat is that the derivative ∂C/∂w is not defined
when w = 0. So in that case the standard update rule will be followed [41], equivalent
to defining sgn(0) = 0. The update rule is then





Both L1 and L2 regularization shrink weights, however, in L1 regularization weights are
shrunk by a constant amount, whereas in L2 it is in proportion to w. For a large weight
the L1 regularization term |w| is smaller than that of L2, and so the decay is less than
for L2. However, when weights are small L1 will decay more than L2. L1 therefore
tends to result in a more sparse network; one with a small number of heavily weighted
neurons with the rest close to zero. Of course both types of regularization terms can be
included in the model. The linear combination of both L1 and L2 is termed an elastic
net.
2.4.3.2 Drop-out
Drop-out is a powerful regularization method introduced by Hinton [74] in 2012 which
has been shown to work well for large neural nets. In drop-out a fraction f of randomly
selected neurons within a layer are prevented from propagating their signal to the layer
above. Neurons dropped out in this way contribute neither to forward-propagation nor
back-propagation, as in Figure 2.28. Instead of the layer computing a = g(w · x) it
now computes a = m ? g(w · x) where m is a masking vector and ? is the element-wise
operator. Activations of remaining neurons are multiplied by 1/f = 2 to account for
there being less active neurons [70]. Now every time the input is injected, the neural
network effectively samples from a different architecture sharing the same weights [30].
As a result, a neuron cannot rely on particular neurons firing from the layer below.
Instead, individual neurons learn to detect more robust features, see Figure 2.29, which
are helpful regardless of the large variety of internal contexts.
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Figure 2.28: Drop-out is an effective regularization method for MLPs. For every
sample fed to the network only a fraction of randomly selected neurons may propagate
the signal forward. This effectively creates a different architecture that shares weights
with the original network. As a result neurons cannot rely on particular neurons from
the layer below. This forces the network to generate a more robust representation of
features from one layer to the next [75].
With drop-out the resulting model is the equivalent of training multiple networks and
averaging their predictions. Drop-out may add up to a factor of two to training time
but generates the equivalent of an ensemble in much less time [30].
2.4.3.3 Validation
It is not enough to split the data into training and test-sets to avoid over-fitting. The
practitioner could then tune model hyper-parameters by seeing which values lead to
the best performance on the test-set. Doing so would be indirectly training on the test
data and so the test-set can no longer function as an independent source with which to
evaluate the model [65].
This concern is what motivates the split of all the data into a training, validation
and test-set illustrated in Figure 2.30. Typically the validation-set is smaller than the
training-set so as to maximise training data. Common practice is to split 70/30 for
training and validation-sets respectively.
Hyper-parameters are tuned to maximise performance on the validation-set and the com-
pleted model’s performance is measured on the test-set [15]. Once the hyper-parameters
have been selected and the model evaluated on the test-set, it is possible to retrain
the model on all the data. With some well-behaved learning methods this is a reliable
method to enhance the model [65]. However, to evaluate this new model a new source
of test data must be used.
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Figure 2.29: A study, Towards drop-out training for convolutional neural net-
works [76], was done on the effects of drop-out on CNNs. Plotted above is model
error versus the number of training samples. Error on the training-set with drop-out
(in red) is lower than without (in teal). The trend changes after ≈ 0.16× 107 training
examples where the standard model over-fits the training-set. Standard model valida-
tion error (in green) gets stuck in a local minima whereas the model with drop-out (in
blue) is continuously improving. This can be attributed to the changing network struc-
ture which alters the cost function and back-propagation signal. For few samples, less
than 1.6×107, performance is similar, however, drop-out helps prevent over-fitting [76].
Figure 2.30: If hyper-parameters are chosen based on test-set performance then the
test-set is being indirectly fit to. This motivates splitting the data into three parts for
training, validation and testing. The validation-set is used for tuning hyper-parameters
and the test-set is used for measuring performance at the end [77].
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2.4.3.4 Cross-validation
The more training data; the better the model. However, too little validation and test
data makes for unreliable performance measures. A commonly used method of K-fold
cross-validation is used to handle the trade-off and is especially useful when there is
little data altogether.
In K-fold cross-validation all the data are split into K equal sized partitions [15]. See
Figure 2.31 for an illustration of 5-fold cross-validation. The model is trained on the first
K − 1 partitions, leaving out the K’th partition as the validation-set. This is repeated
for all K combinations. The validation performance is measured by taking the average
performance of all K models. There is no objective rule what value to use for K. In
practice it is common to use 10-fold validation. An entirely unused test-set must be
used to measure the models final performance.
Figure 2.31: For small data sets there may not be enough for training and validation-
sets. In K-fold cross-validation, data are split into K pieces to train K different models
each withholding a different piece for validation. The validation score is the average
over all models [77].
2.4.3.5 Early Stopping
If the model is over-complex it may over-fit if trained to convergence. Early stopping,
see Figure 2.32, is an inexpensive way to avoid over-fitting by stopping training ahead
of convergence.
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Figure 2.32: Early-stopping is a method of stopping training after a set amount of
epochs to prevent over-fitting [77].
In an early stopping implementation the model is tested on the validation-set after every
N updates. Training is stopped when the model has performed best on the validation-
set [43]. Practically, training must go beyond the point of best validation error in order
to detect the optimum epoch number. Even if the model overshoots the optimum epoch
number, early-stopping will reduce over-fitting damage. Unfortunately, there is no a-
priori method to determine when to stop. Instead, a few heuristics exist. The one used
in this thesis uses patience, which is the minimum number of training epochs before
validation scoring which saves time in early training stages. Once the threshold has
been reached the validation score will be recorded after a further N updates. Should
the new validation score be better than the previous, training will continue for another
N updates otherwise training is halted [78] [79].
2.5 Deep Learning
ML methods typically use shallow-structured architectures. These techniques have only
one layer of non-linear feature transformations such as an ANN [80]. Shallow architec-
tures have proven to be successful in solving many simple or well-constrained problems.
However, their limited modelling and representational power is often insufficient for
various real-world problems. For example, image recognition [80] problems require the
model to be insensitive to irrelevant variations, see Figure 2.33, such as lighting condi-
tions, translations, rotations, pose, scale conformation and obstructions [81] while being
sensitive to relevant variations such as distinguishing features of dog breeds. A linear
classifier would likely classify two different breeds of dogs as the same if they are in
the same position and background. Similarly, a single breed of dog could be classified
differently when in differing image contexts.
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As a result shallow classifiers require smart feature extraction that solves the selectivity-
invariance dilemma; features must be selective of important variations and invariant to
irrelevant ones. Constructed features tend to be case-specific and require deep knowledge
of the problem and data [25]. Depending on initial model performance, features would
then be redesigned in an iterative and time consuming process, see Figure 2.34.
Figure 2.33: Image recognition is a difficult task as the very same object can appear
with many irrelevant variations. For a model to be successful it must be impervious
to these changes. For example, an object may vary in orientation (top left), lighting
(bottom left), scale (middle) and distortion (one left of top right). There may be
contextual changes such as background clutter (one left of bottom right) and occlusion
(top right). In addition, the object class may vary in structure and colouring (bottom
right) and yet still belong to the same class [82].
Speech exhibits hierarchical layered structure from the waveform level of sound to the
linguistic level of speech [84]. Similarly the visual systems are also hierarchical in na-
ture. Pixels may be assembled into edge-lets, edge-lets to motifs, motifs to parts, parts
to objects, and finally objects to scenes [85]. This suggests that ML methods adopt hier-
archical structure. A deep learning architecture is a multilayer stack of simple modules
which compute non-linear input-output mappings. Each module in the stack performs
a transformation on the input to increase selectivity and invariance of the feature-set.
See Figure 2.35 for an example of a multi-layered architecture developing better feature
representations at every layer for facial recognition. A deep architecture can eliminate
feature extraction altogether [86]. The first few layers learn features directly from the
input data, illustrated in Figure 2.36.
Deep Learning (DL) algorithms are inspired by the human brain [28] [62]. The brain
quickly processes complex data, learns in different domains and solves complicated tasks.
DL aims to deal with high-dimensional data efficiently and quickly; performing compli-
cated tasks such as image and sound recognition. As Bengio and Lecun put it, “Deep
architectures are compositions of many layers of adaptive non-linear components, in
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Figure 2.34: In shallow architectures features are manually created based on human
analysis of the problem. Crafted features are then fed to one of many possible classifiers
and tuned for peak performance. In contrast, no human-crafted features are necessary
in deep learning. Instead, the multi-layered architecture will learn the appropriate
feature transformations to construct the most useful features. The final layer of the
network presents these learned features to a simple classifier [83].
other words, they are cascades of parameterized non-linear modules that contain train-
able parameters at all levels” [89]. DL refers to supervised or unsupervised algorithms
with many layers of information processing that learn hierarchical representations of the
data [62] [80]. While there were multiple deep architectures before 2006, almost none
were successful is terms of accuracy and efficiency with the exception of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) [86].
DL methods have had many successful applications: visual document analysis [90] [91],
facial [92] [93] and speech recognition, natural language processing, human action recog-
nition [94] [28], facial location [81], image semantic discovery [81], image compres-
sion [70], collaborative filtering [62], and medical diagnosis [70]. Companies such as
Google, IBM, Apple and Facebook have all been aggressively pursuing DL projects.
Google has used DL for voice recognition, Street View and image recognition; Microsoft
for their real-time language translation in Bing voice search [95], and IBM for their Jeop-
ardy winning Watson [96] [62]. Siri, the iOS assistant, gives weather reports, provides
news, answers questions and gives reminders all with the power of DL [62]. The re-
cent enthusiasm for DL is largely a result of increased hardware capabilities, specifically
GPUs, cheaper computing equipment and recent advances in research [80].
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Figure 2.35: Deep learning utilizes a multi-layered architecture to construct complex
features of the input data. A model for facial recognition takes in pixel values as input.
Layer 1 identifies light and dark pixels. Layer 2 learns to identify edges with different
orientations and simple shapes from the output features of layer 1. Layer 3 identifies
more complex shapes and features from simpler shapes and edges. Layer 4 learns which
complex shapes and objects define a human face. A facial image decomposed into its
different parts and shapes can then be used to identify the person [18].
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Figure 2.36: Sampled characters from a 25,000 character data set are shown
above [87]. Designing features that best capture information relating to these char-
acters would take plenty work and insight. Deep learning can learn complex features
directly from the data. On the right we can see a sample of what image characteristics
provide the most activation to neurons higher up in the network. The network has
learned to use edge detectors at different locations and orientations. Now a charac-
ter can be decomposed into 1000 coefficients of the feature maps rather than manual
feature construction [88].
Bengio and Lecun proposed the following requirements for a successful DL implementa-
tion [89] [17] [62]. The algorithm must:
1. Function with a large range of architectures.
2. Handle deep architectures, and manipulate intermediate features with many levels
of non-linear transformations.
3. Sample from a large space of possible functions with many millions of parameters.
4. Scale efficiently with the number of parameters and samples. This prohibits algo-
rithms that iterate many times over the data.
5. Discover multi-use concepts (multi-task learning) and may use unlabelled data.
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2.5.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
2.5.1.1 Introduction
The Universal Approximation theorem by Hornik [36] states that a neural network with
a single hidden layer can model any continuous function. However, Bengio [17] showed
that a shallow network would require an exponentially large number of neurons when
compared to a Deep Neural Network (DNN) with many hidden layers. Recently in
2014, Romero [97] and Ba and Caruana [98] showed that a deeper neural network can
be trained to perform much better than a comparatively shallow one. However, DNNs
typically require huge computational resources that make their training and real-time
application difficult to implement [70].
DNNs face several challenges [28]:
1. DNNs cannot train on unlabelled data, which greatly outnumbers labelled data.
2. Back-propagation correction signals get severely weakened travelling through the
neural network. This results in layers near the top being altered, but layers near
the bottom are largely unaffected; the gradient dilution problem [17].
3. Learning is very slow for networks of many layers due to the many millions of
weighted sums, activations and back-propagation signals that need to be computed.
4. The network is likely to end up in a poor local minima rather than the global
one. The severity of poor local minima increases significantly as network depth
increases [80].
5. The main deficiency of unstructured nets is their lack of built-in invariance with
respect to translations and distortions [86]. For example, digits may appear with
differing slants, sizes and positions. Words are spoken with varying pitch, speed
and intonation. In principle, a sufficiently large network can learn to be invariant
to such transformations, however, that will likely result in multiple units with
identical weight patterns and the number of training instances required is very
large [86].
6. Due to the input data being vectorised and fed to the first layer, the topology of
the input is ignored. This is contrary to the fact that spectral representation of
speech and images have strong local 2D structures and times series strong 1D local
structure. For example, pixels that are spatially or temporally nearby are highly
correlated [86].
7. The large number of trainable parameters allows for easy over-fitting.
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In 1962 Hubel and Wiesels’ studies of cats’ primary visual cortex [86] [25] [70] revealed
that there is a hierarchy operating within neurons of the visual cortex in living organisms.
Simple neurons in the up-most layer connect to a small region of complex neurons
below [99]. The first neural nets based on this insight were Fukushima’s Neocognition
and Lecun’s Net-3 [25]. In such an architecture, the lower layer is divided into a smaller
number of regions called Receptive Fields, each of which is mapped to a single neuron
of the layer above [25]. The connection is called a feature extractor. Many such feature
extractors are applied to the same receptive field generating a corresponding feature
vector.
Advantages for this architecture include [66]:
1. Sparse Connectivity - Rather than connect an entire layer to the layer above, each
receptive field is connected to a single neuron, see Figure 2.37. This significantly
reduces the number of parameters which makes training much easier [25] and faster.
Trials have consistently shown that sparsely connected networks outperform their
fully connected versions.
2. Shared weights - Each receptive field is connected to the upper layer by an iden-
tical set of weights [30] [86], see Figure 2.38. Elementary feature detectors useful
in one part of the image are likely to be useful everywhere [86]. This is a strong,
yet justified, assumption in the locality of pixel dependencies. This significantly
reduces the number of parameters that need to be learned therefore improving
training [28] [25] and model generalization while the best possible theoretical per-
formance is only slightly worse than that for a fully connected DNN [30] [86].
3. Sub-sampling - Between layers input data is sub-sampled in what is known as
pooling which significantly reduces the number of parameters and computations
required [25] [62] [60].
4. Deep Architecture - The many layered architecture allows for extracting highly
non-linear and robust features.
The resulting Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) [80] learns hierarchical representa-
tions of the data using local receptive fields, shared weights and sub-sampling and is
more resilient to variations within the data [85].
A typical CNN is composed of many layers; some for feature representations, known as
feature maps, and others as conventional neural networks. The input and output of each
stage is a set of matrices called feature maps. In the case of a colour image, the input
to the first layer can be thought of as an input of three feature maps; each a 2D array
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Figure 2.37: MLPs with full connectivity between layers L1 and L2 have N1 × N2
parameters, where Ni is the number of neurons in layer i. For two layers of five neurons
each there will be 5× 5 = 25 connections. However, if neurons in L2 may only connect
to a local subset of neurons there is a significant reduction in the number of parameters
3× 3 + 2× 2 = 13 connections [38].
Figure 2.38: The network on the left makes use of parameter-sharing; bold lines show
all the connections equal to the x3 to s3 weight. In total there are three unique weights.
In contrast, the fully-connected network on the right has 52 = 25 unique weights [38].
containing a colour channel of the image. For audio, input is a 1D feature map, for video
or a volumetric image (such as an MRI) the feature maps are 3D. Each feature map
represents a particular feature at all locations over the image, such as vertical lines. A
CNN alternates between two types of layers, convolutional and pooling, which together
make up a single CNN stage [62]. There will be several such stages followed by a set of
fully connected neurons to form a classification module [85].
CNNs have been successfully used in many commercial projects including Optical Char-
acter Recognition (OCR), handwriting recognition (including Arabic and Chinese), video
surveillance [25] and speech recognition [30] [80] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104]. The first
commercial deployment was for cheque-reading ATM machines in Europe in 1993 [25].
2.5.1.2 Convolution
The value of each pixel in a feature map is the result of connecting a small defined
region of the input below to a single neuron in the layer above, refer to Figure 2.39. The
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weights used in this connection, called the filter, move over the whole image to generate
different pixels in the feature map. Every filters applied will produce its own feature











j is the j’th feature map of the l’th convolution layer, and f is a non-linear
activation function [28] [62] [85]. Kij is a trainable filter (or kernel) that convolves with
feature map x
(l−1)
i from the previous layer to produce a new feature map in the current
layer, illustrated in Figure 2.40. Symbol ⊗ is the discrete convolution operator and bj
the bias term. Each filter Kij can connect to some or all of the feature maps from the
previous layer. The weights Kij are trained via back-propagation. As all kernel weights
are learned via back-propagation CNNs can be understood to be synthesizing their own
feature generators [86].
Figure 2.39: A CNN is made up of many alternating convolution and pooling layers.
Each convolutional layer can make use of many kernels. The output feature maps are
then subjected to a sub-sampling layer, known as pooling. A convolution and pooling
stack together form one of several successive layers of a CNN [105].
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Figure 2.40: Activations from layer 1 (the blue grid) are convolved with the kernel
(shown by subscript values in the convolution window) to produce a weighted sum for
every neuron in the layer above (the green grid). As the kernel size is 3×3, a convolution
with a single block stride will produce a 3× 3 grid. This can be altered by padding the
input with zeros [106].
2.5.1.3 Pooling
Following convolution, pooling is applied. The role of pooling is to merge semantically
similar features into one. For example, the relative positions of the features forming a
alphabetic letter can vary. A way to reliably detect the feature can be done by coarse-
graining (reducing the spacial resolution of) the position of each feature in a manner
that preserves relevant information whilst removing sensitivity to noise, translations and
distortions [25] [80] [86].
The pooling layer subdivides the convolution layer output into regions of size z × z
known as pooling windows [62]. Each window is reduced to a single value with the
pooling function, see Figure 2.41. Pooling windows may be overlapping but this has
empirically been shown to increase over-fitting [25] [30].
The net effect of weight sharing in the convolutional layer followed by a pooling scheme
provides the CNN with natural translation invariance properties [80], see Figure 2.42.
The pooling function is usually max-out. This is the maximum, max(fi), where fi refers
to all elements in the pooling window [25] [85].
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Figure 2.41: Convolution responses are pooled with an averaging function using non-
overlapping windows [107].
Max-out serves to:
1. Pick out the highest activation in a local region, thereby providing a small degree
of translational invariance.
2. Reduce the number of activations for the next layer by a factor of z2.
Alternatively, the pooling function may be the average,
∑
i(fi)/z
2, as in Figure 2.41.
Typically, pooling window size and stride are hand-designed, however, algorithms exist
which treat the pooling window size as a hyper-parameter to be optimised [25] [66].
2.6 Measuring Performance
Two primary sources of data exist when producing a model, a training and test-set.
The training-set is used to tune the model parameters; the model learns from training
data. However, in order to produce an independent measure of the model’s performance
a test-set must be used. It may be quite intuitive to think a model’s success can be
completely measured by the accuracy of predictions on the test-set, however, this does
not tell the whole story.
2.6.1 Confusion Matrix
If 80% of the test-set are dogs, and 20% are not, then a model can get an accuracy of
80% just by guessing ‘dog’ every time; clearly not a very useful model. This motivates
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Figure 2.42: A standard image will have three layers of intensity values for the red,
green and blue pixels respectively. A stacked tensor of RGB values can be convolved
with a 3D kernel or, as in the case above, each layer is convolved with a 2D kernel
separately. All produced feature-maps are subsequently sub-sampled with pooling.
CNN architectures may vary in many ways such as kernel shape, pooling window size,
pooling functions and the number of layers. After several stages there are many small
feature maps. Commonly they are connected to an MLP used for classification or
regression tasks [83].
the use of a Confusion Matrix. A confusion matrix is a table counting the occurrences
of all the possible model prediction outcomes. For every classification there are four
possible outcomes. If the model correctly predicts ‘dog’, it is called a true positive (TP);
if incorrectly classed as ‘not a dog’ then it is a false negative (FN). On the other hand,
if the model correctly predicts the object to not be a dog it is a true negative (TN); but
if classified as a dog when it is not, then it is a false positive (FP).
We can construct a confusion matrix, also called a contingency table, by counting all the
outcome types from the test-set. Each row in the table refers to the true classes and
each column to classifier predictions [8], see Figure 2.44.




TP + TN + FP + FN
(2.56)
that is the sum of the correct predictions over the total.
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Figure 2.43: A CNN was trained as part of the ImageNet Recognition Challenge [73].
The data set was composed of approximately 1000 images for each of 1000 categories.
Shown above are the top five predictions for test images. The true label is coloured
red and the degree of confidence is indicated by the bar width. The model achieves a
top-1 and top-5 error rate of 37.5% and 17.0% respectively. A top-5 error rate is the
fraction of test-objects not seen in the top five model predictions. Even where the top-1
is wrong the top-5 predictions seem reasonable. In fact, on the bottom row the model
appears to be more accurate than the provided labels [30].
Figure 2.44: A confusion matrix encapsulates the success of a binary classification
model. Ideally all true positive classes will be labelled as positive, True Positives; and
all negative classes as labelled as negative, True Negatives. These will only fill in the
table’s backward diagonal. The forward diagonal shows cases in which the prediction
was incorrect. If predicted positive where truly negative a False Positive is committed.
Alternatively when predicted negative but is truly positive, a False Negative has been
committed [10].
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2.6.2 Precision and Recall
Two other useful measures of performance are precision and recall [8] [108]. Recall - also
known as Completeness, Sensitivity or the True Positive Rate (TPR) - is the fraction of
objects truly belonging to a category that are correctly classified as such,




The False Positive Rate (FPR), or ‘Type 1 error’, is the fraction of positive classifications









= 1− FPR (2.59)
Precision (also known as Efficiency) is the fraction of objects classified as a class that
truly belong to that class:




The ideal would be to have both precision and recall close to one, however, there is
often a trade-off between the two. The preferred balance between precision and recall
will be problem-dependent and may hinge on not having too much contamination of the
positive class, or the economic costs of incorrect classifications.
In practice, precision and recall are particularly important measures in the case of skewed
classes. Skewed classes occur in the scenario in which one class significantly outnumbers
the other class or classes in the data set. For example, when detecting fraudulent
behaviour in online banking, the majority of activity will be normal. Should a classifier
predict the activity is normal all the time (clearly a bad classifier) it will still be right
most of the time and score a high accuracy.
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2.6.3 F-measure
A measure that combines precision and recall to give an indication of the algorithm’s





β2 × precision + recall
(2.61)
The F-score favours precision when β > 1, is evenly balanced when β = 1 and favours





which ranges from zero to one.
2.6.4 ROC Curve and AUC Score
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is an encompassing visualization of
a binary classifier’s performance [109] [110] [111]. They have long been used in signal
detection theory as a way of visualizing and evaluating the trade-off between false alarms
and correct hits and are commonly used in the design of medical diagnostic tests which
are not 100% accurate.
Consider a case of two classes. Formally each example E is mapped to one of the set
{p, n} which are positive and negative labels respectively. The classifier or model is a
mapping from each example to one of the classes. Some models will do this by producing
continuous output, often a number between 0 and 1, to which thresholding is applied.
If the output surpasses the threshold it is classified as one, for positive, otherwise zero
for negative.
The ROC curve is a plot of TPR on the y-axis versus FPR on the x-axis. By changing
the threshold in the classification algorithm one can obtain many pairs of (TPR,FPR)
values which on a scatter plot produce an ROC curve, see Figure 2.45. For a model
that has discrete output, even before any threshold, this will only be a single point on
the graph corresponding to the only (TPR,FPR) pair. Such discrete scoring classifiers
can often have their internal state converted into a score rather than a discrete outcome
which will provide a full ROC curve. An example of this is in the decision tree algorithm
that produces its discrete output based on the proportion of one instance over another
at the final node. By just using the ratio instead of the most common label a continuous
score is extracted.
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Figure 2.45: A classification model that produces continuous output can vary in
performance based on the threshold chosen. To provide an unambiguous measure a
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve is used. In the example above con-
tinuous scores have been assigned to each of the 20 instances where their true class is
known. The curve is made by plotting the True Positive Rate (TPR) versus the False
Positive Rate (FPR) for all possible threshold values (shown above the crosses). The
final threshold selected is problem dependent. In general terms a model with ROC
curve that hugs the (0, 1) point is preferred [111].
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The ideal model should go through the point (0, 1). That is where there are no false
positives and a 100% true positive rate. Classifiers that appear toward the left-hand side
of the plot can be thought of as conservative, in that they require strong evidence to
make a positive classification. However, their stringent criteria will make few examples
classified as positive. Classifiers appearing toward the upper right are quick to label
an example as positive, so they are likely not to miss positive classifications. Their
lax criteria will likely contaminate the pool of positives with more incorrectly labelled
negatives. As there are generally more negative cases than positive, more non-cats then
cats, behaviour of the ROC curve toward the upper left tends to be the most informative.
If a model’s ROC curve lies along the 45 degree y = x line, it means the classifier is either
randomly guessing, or it has not learned a useful data representation. For example, if
it guesses positive half of the time it will have a TPR equal to 0.5, however, as now
half of the negatives will be incorrectly classified the FPR will equal 0.5 as well. This
TPR = FPR trend will be true for any percentage of a random example being positive,
yielding a line along y = x. In fact, if the proportion of positive to negative classes
changes, an ROC curve will not be affected at all. This makes them useful as skew classes
are very common in the real world. In some cases the skewness of classes may alter with
time, such as the number of infected people over time, but that should not change the
fundamental characteristics of what identifies someone as infected by a disease. Should
a model appear below the y = x line this means it performs even worse than random
guessing. This is not necessarily a bad thing as the model has captured a useful data
representation but is making incorrect conclusions. Should label predictions be swapped
around, positive to negative and vice versa, the model performance is improved. It will
often be the case that the most natural threshold of 0.5, for a model output between
zero and one, is not the best. Depending on the model and the problem it may be that
selecting the threshold to be 0.6 has a better TPR without increasing the FPR.
A common way of comparing models to each other in a single measure is to use the Area
Under an ROC Curve (AUC), see Figure 2.46. A perfect classifier would reach a TPR of
one and FPR of zero, so the curve would be a straight line along TPR = 1 with an area
underneath of 1. A classifier that performs no better than random, a line of y = x, would
score half of the total area, 0.5. It is still possible for a model with a lower AUC score
to perform better than a model of higher AUC score in a particular domain. Therefore,
one should not necessarily select the model with the highest AUC score as it depends
on the costs of true positives and false negatives. For example, if astronomers make a
classifier of abnormal galaxies in order to follow them up with further study, it is more
important to have a high TPR, even at the risk of weeding out some abnormal galaxies,
than it is to have a low TPR but high FPR. If there are a large number of false positives,
the data set is contaminated by a large pool of galaxies that astronomers cannot afford
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telescope time to waste on. Here, fewer positives of high quality is better than many
positives of low quality. So if a model happens to perform best in the ROC region of
interest even though it has lower AUC score it would be the ‘economical’ choice.
Figure 2.46: The Area Under Curve (AUC) score is the area under the ROC curve.
A perfect model will have an area of 1 unit2. This measure is better for evaluating
the general performance of one model versus another when the model with higher TPR
may vary depending on the FPR domain [111].
Selecting the model with the highest AUC score suffers from the same problem as picking
a model of higher accuracy. Without a measure of the variance this score can only be
trusted so much. This can be done by testing on multiple test-sets generated via cross-
validation and then averaging.
Chapter 3
Research Design and Application
3.1 SDSS Survey
This section supplies the necessary knowledge of supernovae for this thesis. Following
this, ML as a tool for handling astronomy data is discussed. Thereafter, we discuss
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), the objectives, data and current methodology for
data processing. This thesis proposes the use of DL techniques as superior to the more
classical ML methods. In this light we discuss results of prior work on the application
of ML to supernovae detection.
3.1.1 Supernovae
A supernova (SN), illustrated in Figure 3.1, is a powerful explosive event at the end of a
star’s lifetime [7]. In fact, so much energy is released that the star briefly outshines the
host galaxy [112]. Different supernovatypes may be classified by their spectral features.
Type I SNe have no hydrogen lines, see Figure 3.2, unlike Type II SNe which do. Type
1 SNe may be broken up into three subtypes: Type Ia have strong signatures of higher-
mass elements such as silicon, sulphur, iron and calcium, but little of hydrogen and
helium; Type Ib have prominent helium lines and Type Ic have neither hydrogen nor
helium. The identifying features arise from differences in the explosion source. Type Ia
are believed to be the result of the thermonuclear explosion of a white dwarf. A white
dwarf is the last stage of many stars’ lifetimes where the envelope of gases has been
expelled to reveal a degenerate core - extremely dense matter that is supported from
collapsing in on itself by the Pauli exclusion principle. The other types, Ib, Ic and II,
are the result of a star’s core collapsing in on itself.
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Figure 3.1: An image captured by the Palomar Transient Factory of the Pinwheel
Galaxy (M101) shows a single exploding star (framed in red), a supernova, which can
outshine an entire galaxy[10].
Figure 3.2: There are several classes of SNe. Type Ia originate from the nuclear
explosion of a low mass star and have consistent light curves. Their spectra have no
hydrogen but contain silicon. Type Ib has helium, unlike Ic, but both lack hydrogen
and silicon. Type II is the only class with hydrogen. Type Ib, Ic and II all originate
from core collapse of a massive star and vary greatly in light curve features[113].
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The standard theory of Type Ia SNe is that they occur in binary systems where two
stars, a white dwarf and a larger companion star, orbit one another. If the companion
star enters its red giant phase one, it starts to inflate to the point where some matter is
very loosely bound. The free matter leaking off the red giant is then slowly accreted by
the white dwarf. The white dwarf’s mass will increase, but it cannot do so indefinitely as
the nuclear forces preventing collapse can only handle so much. Once the Chandrasekhar
limit (1.4M, where M denotes solar mass) is reached the core collapses resulting in
a thermonuclear explosion which destroys the star within seconds leaving an expanding
gaseous remnant rich in metals.
The remaining SNe types occur when a massive star (M > 9M) can no longer withstand
its own gravitational pressure and collapses. The imploded core can remain either as
a neutron star (usually in the form of a pulsar) or collapse further into a black hole,
or be entirely destroyed. SNe differ not only in spectra but light curves too. A light
curve is a plot of a supernova’s intensity over time. The light curves of types Ib, Ic
and II SNe can vary substantially depending on the progenitor’s metallicity and mass,
as shown in Figure 3.3. As a Type 1a SNe occurs when a white dwarf’s mass reaches
the critical limit; they have consistent light curves. It is for this reason that Type Ia
Figure 3.3: Star mass, metallicity and other factors cause SNe to have different light
curves. Even within different SNe types there is variation with the exception of Type
Ia[113].
SNe are particularly useful for cosmologists to measure distance and velocity. If one
knows how bright a candle burns and how dim it appears, one can tell how far away the
candle is. The further away the SN the dimmer it will appear. In addition, the obtained
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spectra will be appropriately red-shifted in accordance with their recession from us due
to the expansion of the universe. Type Ia light curves and spectra allow for exactly
this on a cosmological scale, making them standard candles, see Figure 3.4. In this
manner the accelerating expansion of the universe was discovered[114][115] which has
since motivated even larger SNe surveys.
Figure 3.4: A SN event can be seen for weeks. A time-series of the light intensity is
known as a light curve. On the left several Type 1a SNe light curves are shown. Type
Ia trigger conditions are so similar as to produce nearly the same light curves viewed
at the same distance. As they are equivalently as bright as one another the change in
flux, and Doppler shifted light-curves can be used to re-scale the light curves (on the
right) and infer their distance and velocity; making them useful standard candles[116]
in cosmology[117].
3.1.2 The SDSS Survey
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-II) was a spectroscopic red-shift survey which ran
from July 2005 to July 2008 as part of an extension to SDSS-I. The SDSS Supernova
Survey(SDSS-II SN) was one of three components (along with the Legacy and SEGUE
surveys) which ran over three three-month campaigns in the Autumn of 2005, 2006, and
2007. The SDSS-II SNe Survey was commissioned to address the following goals[118]:
1. Refine the SNe Type Ia Hubble diagram. At the time of the survey the Hubble
diagram was constructed from low (z ≈ 0.1) and high red-shift (0.3 < z < 1) Type
Ia samples from multiple telescopes of differing passbands and selection criteria,
which introduce systematic errors. The SDSS-II SNe Survey would gather distance
estimates for Type Ia SNe in the sparsely populated red-shift range 0.05 < z < 0.35
to better constrain the Hubble parameter.
2. Minimise SNe systematics. At the time most SNe surveys had systematic errors
comparable to their statistical errors. Systematic errors in the SDSS-II SNe Survey
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would be significantly reduced. Photometric calibration errors of 1% in Stripe 82
were achieved from the many years of the large-scale calibration of the data dur-
ing SDSS-I. In addition, the spectroscopic filters had well-measured transmission
curves and were all situated on the same stable camera.
3. Fix rest-frame ultraviolet light curves. SNe at red-shift z > 1 have their light
curves matched to templates of the rest-frame light curve to reduce systematic
errors. For example the 3600 Å (the u-band) in the SN rest-frame corresponds to
≈ 8000 Å at a red-shift of 1.2. At the red-shift of z = 0.3, the SDSS would be
capable of observing this region at 4700 Å, the g-band. The measurements can
then be used to improve template data in the rest-frame ultraviolet region.
4. Explore photometric methods to measure SNe characteristics. Spectrum measure-
ments of candidates are a luxury available only when other telescopes have free
time and favourable conditions. The SDSS large repository of photometric data
would allow a search for a more practical photometric method of SNe classification
and red-shift determination.
5. Study SNe types, rates and host galaxies. SNe rates of occurrence per galaxy
could be estimated for the different SNe types. In addition, the SNe host galaxies
identified could be studied for information regarding progenitor properties.
6. Probe for rare and interesting objects as yet unknown to astronomy.
The SDSS 2.5 m telescope and imaging camera, illustrated in Figure 3.5, are located at
the Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico. This produces photometric measurements
in each of the u, g, r, i and z spectrum filters spanning wavelengths of 350 to 1000 nm,
see Figure 3.6. SNe are difficult to detect in the u and z filters except at low red-shifts
(z ≈ 0.1 for Type Ia) due to the relatively poor filter throughput. Beyond a red-shift of
0.4, Type Ia can still be detected, but after z ≈ 0.2 the ability to obtain high-quality
photometry deteriorates quickly. During the survey, the camera is operated under a
rolling search. This is where a portion of the sky is repeatedly scanned to discover new
SNe and measure their respective light curves.
The SDSS telescope camera is comprised of six sensor columns each of which contains
five CCD chips corresponding to the r, i, u, z, and g filters. The telescope is oriented
such that a patch of sky drifts through the camera’s field of view; known as drift-
scanning. The focused image will drift across the columns providing 55 seconds worth
of exposure to each CCD. Sensor readings for a single point in the sky cannot be taken
simultaneously as not all CCDs are exposed to that point concurrently. Instead CCDs
are read out in sync with the drifting i.e. 55 seconds apart. Such drift-scanning allows
the telescope to image long continuous strips of the sky.
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Figure 3.5: The SDSS photometric camera has five CCD chips for each of the r, i, u,
g and z bands in each of six sensor columns. The camera is oriented such that by the
natural rotation of the sky the point of exposure drifts down over the column, taking
55s to cross over each of the rows[113].
Exposure time per unit area limits the survey from operating over the whole sky. Instead
only Stripe 82, shown in Figure 3.7, was observed. This is a 300 deg2 area along the
celestial equator, 2.5◦ wide in declination and between a right ascension of 20 h and
04 h. It takes about two nights to cover all of Stripe 82 in this way. However, the
average cadence (frequency of observation) was approximately four nights as a result
of bad weather conditions and interference from moonlight. Stripe 82 was used to take
advantage of the already extensive object databases, reference images and photometric
calibration created by SDSS-I. As both surveys used the same telescope for photometrics
this minimised systematic errors that may occur from differing photometric standards
on different telescopes.
SDSS imaging software[119] was used to process the raw images and SNe were identified
via a frame subtraction technique[120]. Each recent image, the search image, would be
subtracted from the first image taken of the same location, the reference image, resulting
in a difference image, see Figure 3.8. This was only done in real-time using the g, r and
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Figure 3.6: The upper curves are the quantum efficiencies for light absorption for
each of the u, g, r, i and z filters ignoring atmospheric effects. The lower curve includes
the atmospheric effects assuming an air mass - the optical path length through Earth’s
atmosphere - of 1.3. Further scattering within the chips affects only the r and i bands
with the corresponding response curve given by the dashed lines[119].
Figure 3.7: The SDSS survey is limited in the area of the sky that it can scan by
both being ground-based and requiring long exposure times. Shown above is Stripe 82
which was scanned roughly every four nights.[119]
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i bands as they are most useful for SNe detection. Using just three bands allows for a
more easily interpretable false-colour image to be made. In principal, unless a transient
occurred only noise will be left in the difference image. The SNe candidates would
then be filtered by an automated object detection algorithm requiring that difference
images have a noticeable difference detected in two or more filters, not coincide with
existing catalogued stars or variable objects, and were not seen to be moving during the
r and g band exposures. In 2006 and 2007, further software cuts were made to reduce
the number of images for hand-scanning. The change significantly reduced the number
of moving objects, diffraction spikes, and long-term variable objects by cross-matching
with a veto catalogue. Now, single-epoch detections would be sent onwards to manual
scanners if they were not moving, bright enough (Mr < 21 or Mg < 21) and detected in
at least two epochs.
In the past, removal of false detections was done manually by astronomers, see Figure 3.9
for the decision-tree. During hand-scanning, obvious artifacts such as in Figure 3.10
were removed. Artifacts can be produced via diffraction spikes, CCD saturation, light
bleeding and registration errors among others. However, this hand-scanning process was
imperfect and led to a large number of artifacts that constituted 70% or more of the
candidates. Even if the transient is genuine it may not be a SN but an asteroid, variable
star, cosmic ray or artificial satellite. Figure 3.11 shows a summary of the many different
genuine transients. Should other telescopes be available, they can be used to validate
the remaining SNe candidates[122]. A team of roughly twenty hand-scanners used the
g, r and i-band search and difference images (each having a size of 51× 51 pixels) and
object history to classify each of the candidate objects into one of ten possible classes:
dipoles, artifacts, saturated stars, transients, variables, moving objects, SN Gold, SN
Silver, SN Bronze and SN Other[123], examples of these are shown in Figure 3.12. For
the SDSS-II supernova survey this meant hundreds or thousands of images were being
manually scanned each night. Unfortunately, it has been found that classification is done
inconsistently between people or even the same person over time depending on mood
and exhaustion. As hand-scanning accuracy is paramount, fake SNe were injected into
the pipeline to provide quality control and calculate the average detection efficiency per
human[121][124].
Regardless of human accuracy, eye-scanning of future sky surveys such as the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) will not be possible due to the millions of detections
per night. The LSST is expected to find 1,000 new SNe each night for 10 years; effectively
generating one SDSS per day[1][126]. Such big data demands new statistical inference
and machine ML for processing and analysis. This concern is what motivates this
dissertation on applying DL techniques to the detection of SNe.
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Figure 3.8: Shown above is the difference image for the i-band in deep field C3 on
13 October 2013. Noted transients are outlined in red. Objects which failed initial
detection cuts are outlined in dashed red squares. Objects in solid red squares passed
the cuts but were then ruled out by an autoScan algorithm. The objects outlined in
yellow circles path both tests and are potential SNe candidates[121].
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Figure 3.9: Hand-scanners labelled the transients in the data set according to the
decision tree above[113].
Figure 3.10: Many apparent transients are imaging artifacts or are not SNe. Each of
the difference images above show artifacts and their source of occurrence[113].
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Figure 3.11: The variability tree above summarizes the various potential sources of
detected transients[125].
Throughout the SDSS-II SNe Survey 10,258 new variable objects were discovered and
500 Type Ia were spectroscopically identified including 81 core-collapse SNe. The final
data release is of all transient sources brighter than ≈ 22.5 M, that have no known
variability prior to 2004, and exclude known active galaxies. The obtained full data
set contains 27,480 objects of which 11,959 are non-real artifacts and 15,521 are real.
Data from 2005 were omitted because of the different threshold cuts employed at the
time so as not to introduce unnecessary variation into the data set. For classification
purposes, the original classes were regrouped into three new visual classes, artifacts,
real objects and dipoles/saturated. Residuals of real objects are point-like (convolved
with the telescope beam and atmospheric seeing), artifact residuals resemble diffraction
spikes, and dipoles/saturated objects are often quite point-like, typically with negative
flux in some part of the image stemming from saturated CCD effects or registration
errors.
3.1.3 Previous Results
Prior work on automatic classification occurred as part of the SNe factory where differ-
ence image attributes such as position, shape, Full-Width Half-Maximum (FWHM) and
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(a) Gold SN (b) Silver SN (c) Bronze SN
(d) Other SN (e) Saturated Star (f) Transient
(g) Variable (h) Moving Object (i) Dipole
(j) Artifact
Figure 3.12: Transient Classes use for the SDSS survey.
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distance to the nearest object in the reference image are used to discriminate between
fakes and transients[127][128].
Recently several classical ML algorithms have been applied to the classification of can-
didate SNe[7], see Table 3.1. These include Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machines
(SVM), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN), a three layer MLP, Minimum-Error Classification
(MEC) and Random Forests (RF). The features used in all these algorithms were derived
with several data-reductions methods. Support Vector Machines and Random Forests
are discussed in Sections 2.1.3.1 and 2.1.3.2 respectively. K-Nearest Neighbours[129] de-
termines the class of a new point in the feature space by comparing it to the K nearest
neighbours and aggregating the class. Naive Bayes[130] makes use of Bayes’ theorem in
order to classify. Bayes’ theorem states,
P (y|x1, . . . , xn) =
P (y)P (x1, . . . , xn|y)
P (x1, . . . , xn)
. (3.1)
Assuming that all variables are independent means that,









since the denominator P (x1, . . . , xn) is constant. Several classifiers are possible by mak-
ing different assumptions regarding the distribution of P (xi|y) but P (y) is just the
relative frequency of each class.
In order to explain what MEC a data reduction technique of PCA needs to be explained.
Principal Components Analysis (PCA)[131] performs an orthogonal rotation in the com-
plete pixel feature space such that the first axis of the new set of co-ordinates, or the
first principle component, is oriented in the direction of greatest variance. The second
PCA component direction will have less variance and so on. This also removes any lin-
ear correlation between PCA components. Each sample in the data set can be entirely
described by using the n PCA co-ordinates instead of the original n features. However,
the reducing variance of the PCA components means that earlier PCA components most
likely carry more information. If only the first m components are used and the remain-
ing n −m components discarded then the number of features can be severely reduced
without losing much information. Five different feature sets were made with 0, 5, 10,
25, 50, 100 and 200 PCA components respectively.
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MEC, was a simple method used as a baseline in the paper by Lise et al. Here, PCA
is applied to the data belonging to one class at a time. All images are then reduced to
15 components using the PCA transformation derived from each class. These principal
components are used to re-produce the original image resulting in as many reconstruc-
tions as there are classes. The reconstruction error is defined as the Euclidean distance
between the original vector and the reconstruction. MEC determines the class to be the
one corresponding to the smallest reconstruction error.
In addition to PCA, another feature reduction method called Linear Discriminant Anal-
ysis (LDA) was used[132]. LDA projects the data in a direction that maximises the
variance between classes and minimises the variance within a class. LDA can only pro-
duce less than nclasses. As there are only two classes (real and non-real) each object had
only one LDA component as a feature.
By creating feature sets with the varied number of PCA components from the original
51× 51 image or the central 31× 31 image, either including or excluding the LDA com-
ponent and using either normalized or non-normalized versions, a total of 56 data sets
were created. During training the choice of data set was treated as a hyper-parameter
to be optimized with a validation-set. The results are shown in Figure 3.13. The perfor-
Figure 3.13: The ROC Curve and corresponding AUC scores for classic ML methods
on the SDSS data set[113].
mance results for each of the classifiers on the fake subset of SNe is listed in Table 3.1.
Performance on the spectroscopically confirmed SNe sample are shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Previous performance results on the fake subset of SNe[113].
RF KNN SkyNet SVM MEC NB
SN Ia 0.90 0.94 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.83
SNe 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.63
All 0.91 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.93 0.80
Table 3.2: Previous results on the spectroscopically confirmed SNe[113].
Set Count Percentage
Training 14 425 52.50%
Validation 6 176 22.48%
Testing 6 874 25.02%
Table 3.3: Data split for training, validation and testing.
Whilst these results are impressive, DL offers to bypass the laborious creation of feature
sets and CNNs have shown impressive results on image recognition tasks. The rest of
this dissertation will focus on the application of CNNs to the data set in an effort to
improve on the state-of-the-art.
To make the clearest comparison between previous results and this research the exact
same data-split was used. 25% is reserved for the test-set and 75% of the remaining
data are used for training, leaving the rest for cross-validation, see Table 3.3.
3.1.4 SDSS Data
Looking only at the class distribution, shown in Table 3.4, we see it is distributed heavily
in favour of artifacts and bronze SNe with 28.18 and 23.91% respectively. Saturated stars
and variables together make up approximately 3% of the data. In order to maintain
the comparison between this work and previous work this thesis looks at the binary
classification task of real and non-real transients. Re-classifying objects into their real
and non-real categories, the binary distribution is more even as seen in Table 3.5
In order to better understand the high-dimensional data distribution t-distributed stochas-
tic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) is used. t-SNE is a non-linear data reduction algorithm
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Class Type Count Percentage
Artifacts Non-real 4 065 28.18%
Moving Objects Real 909 6.30%
Saturated Stars Non-real 253 1.75%
Dipoles Non-real 1 961 13.59%
Variables Real 186 1.29%
Transients Real 1 095 7.59%
Other SN Real 502 3.48%
Bronze SN Real 3 449 23.91%
Silver SN Real 616 4.27%
Gold SN Real 1 389 9.63%
Table 3.4: Distribution of classes in the SDSS transient training-Set
Type Count Percentage
Real 8 146 56.47%
Non-real 6 279 43.52%
Table 3.5: Real and Non-real transient distribution in the SDSS training-set
developed by Geoffrey Hinton and Laurens van der Maaten[133]. Simply put, it is a tech-
nique for embedding high dimensional data into a low dimensional space, usually 2D or
3D. This is done in such a way that nearby objects in the high dimensional space remain
nearby in the low dimensional space and the reverse for distant objects This occurs in
two stages. In the first stage a probability distribution is created over pairs of objects so
that nearby objects are likely to be chosen, and dissimilar points less likely. In the sec-
ond stage t-SNE defines a similar probability distribution on the low-dimensional map.
Then the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the two distributions is minimized.
t-SNE is implemented in the Scikit-Learn Python package[134]. As images in this data
set have 512 = 2601 dimensions t-SNE is a great method for providing intuition on the
data set. t-SNE is used to reduce the entire training-set of 14 425 images to a 2D plane,
shown in Figure 3.14. Only the inner 30× 30 window of each image was used to reduce
the dimensionality before t-SNE, and to not be misled by noise surrounding the potential
transients. Hyper-parameters of t-SNE can make a large difference in the success of the
algorithm[135]. Here several perplexity values, (30, 50, 75, 100), are used and the results
compared. In this instance no noticeable difference was seen between the perplexities.
While some natural separation is seen between real (red) and non-real (blue) classes
there appears to be a significant overlap. Several layers of non-linear transformations,
such as a CNN, may be able to introduce greater separation between the classes allowing
for better classification.
While there appear to be two centers around which real and non-real objects cluster,
non-real objects exhibit more variance. This is unsurprising in that there are many more
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Figure 3.14: Shown above is a 2D projection of the central 30×30 window of 14 425
training data samples. There is some separation between real (in red) and non-real (in
blue) samples. In addition, there appears to be many outliers as part of the non-real
cluster.
ways that a transient is not a SNe than vice versa, a non-real object may appear within
a greater parameter volume than SNe. Artifacts in particular may vary drastically from
all the possible sources. By the same reasoning we expect SNe to be more clustered.
In keeping with this reasoning there are disproportionally more artifacts at the outskirts,
Figure 3.15, of the non-real cluster than toward the centre and all SNe appear most
concentrated in a node on the far left. As t-SNE is stochastic, the output is non-
deterministic. Due to this all distributions of points on the plane in Figure 3.15 were
drawn from the same t-SNE operation but plotted separately.
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(a) Gold SN (b) Silver SN (c) Bronze SN
(d) Other SN (e) Saturated Star (f) Transient
(g) Variable (h) Moving Object (i) Dipole
(j) Artifact
Figure 3.15: t-SNE plot showing isolated classes.
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3.2 Application Design
In order to determine the possibility of using DL for transient detection several archi-
tectures and hyper-parameters can be used. Implementation of CNNs for this purpose
was done using the Python language including the Theano[64] and Keras[136] packages.
Python, as an interpreted language, is not as fast as a compiled language such as C.
However, several popular open-source tools for ML are written in Python or have Python
wrappers to the faster C++ code below.
Training CNNs is not feasible without the use of a GPU to significantly soeed up the
training process. Theano is a Python package which significantly reduces the program-
ming complexity required to use NVidia GPUs without personally digging into Cuda.
Theano is a symbolic manipulation library which makes device-agnostic computational
graphs. The computational graph may be implemented on a chosen device such as a
GPU. The graph allows for symbolic differentiation, required for back-propagation, and
significantly reduces programming complexity. Model design and training was all done
using Keras. Keras sits at a higher level of abstraction than Theano with pre-built
graphs nodes such as a convolutional layer. The abstraction allows for simpler model
design by specifying what layers follow which and their respective parameters. Training
for all models was performed at the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) offices in Cape Town
with a server containing four Titan X GPUs.
Data were obtained in the form of FITS files[137]. In order to convert from this data
representation to one Keras would recognize the Python package Pyfits[138] was used.
Data directories were recursively read through to create two Numpy[139] tensors for
training and testing in the shape of (ni, nc, 51, 51) where ni and nc are the number of
images and colour channels respectively, and 51 is the pixel width and height of all the
images. Two different sets of training and testing tensors were generated in this way
where the second set stacked the search image behind the difference image as a further
three colour channels. Using cPickle, both Numpy tensors were saved in a binary format
to reduce size, reduce data processing required for every run and for quick loading into
Keras. On loading data to the model, the training-set was further split into a smaller
training-set and validation-set using Scikit-Learn[134], a library of ML tools.
In order to evaluate several models and possible configurations, a modular approach was
needed for model design. A Keras script was developed which on request returns one
of six models with user-specified parameters. The six models are described in the next
section, however, all of them would have the following customisable parameters:
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• Network Activations - The activation functions used after all convolutional and
dense layers.
• Drop-out - Following each convolutional or dense layer an optional drop-out layer
could be included. All such layers share the same user-defined drop-out fraction.
• Loss Function - The loss function used in back-propagation.
• Use Search Images - Whether to use only difference images or search images in
addition.
• BatchNorm - Similar to Drop-out, each layer had an optional batch normalization
layer.
• Optimizer - The weight update method used and internal parameters such as the
momentum contribution to SGD.
• Regularization - All layers could have L1 and L2 regularization added with a
specified strength.
After the model architecture and parameters have been chosen several global variables
were set for Theano:
• device = gpu0 - The device to be used. The device may be ‘cpu’ or ‘gpu’ followed
by the number of the GPU. By default Theano will use the CPU.
• cnmem = 0.3 - A fraction of the GPU or CPU memory can be reserved for use by
only this session. This speeds up training but if the process runs out of memory
training will crash.
• fastmath = True - Theano can optimize training by using less accurate calculations,
in particular for non-linear functions.
• floatX = float32 - Data types must be 32-bit floats. GPUs only support 32-bit
floats and not 64-bit.
• mode = FAST RUN - Theano needs to compile computation graphs at the start
of the session. Compilation may be quick at the cost of unoptimized code, or
compilation can take longer but model training and prediction time are optimised.
Following model design and loading, several parameters specific to training were set. In
no particular order these are:
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• Run Name - A brief overview of what model and parameters were used. This is
used as a prefix when saving results, model weights and log files.
• Batch Size - The number of samples within each batch.
• Prediction Batch Size - The number of samples to use in a batch when using the
model for prediction.
• Random Seed - Used for reproducibility. A random seed is used in validation
data-split, the choice of items in mini-batches, drop-out and weight initialization.
• Number of Epochs - The maximum number of training epochs allowed.
• Early Stopping - Whether or not to include early stopping.
• Patience - The minimum number of training epochs. Early stopping may interrupt
training only afterwards.
• Improvement Factor - The factor by which the loss must drop after several epochs
in order to continue training.
• Validation Frequency - How often to check validation performance for improvement
with early stopping.
• Verbosity - Show accuracy and loss during training.
• Load Weights - The path of model weights used to initialize the model. This is
used for renewing training after an interruption. If empty, the model is loaded
with random weights.
With Keras, a model may also be loaded with Callbacks. These are functions which are
executed after each batch or epoch. They may be used to return preliminary results or
alter training parameters on the fly. Early Stopping is one such callback. In addition,
ModelCheckpoint is used to record model weights after each epoch to minimize losses
from a system crash or sudden downtime. Developers may also construct their own
callback. One created was LossHistory which simply records training and validation
losses and accuracies after each epoch.
In this implementation data augmentation was optional and individual augmentations
could be included or excluded at will. These are:
• Buffer Size - The maximum number of items to pre-generate.
• Predictive runs - The number of predictions the model will use with data augmen-
tation to provide an aggregate prediction. This improves performance by making
an ensemble of networks.
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• Standardization - Whether or not to rescale features to be centred at the origin
and have unit-variance.
• Rotation - Whether or not to include 90◦ rotations.
• Shift - The maximum fraction of the image that may be shifted horizontally or
vertically.
• Flip - Whether or not to include horizontal flips.
Without data augmentation all data are rescaled using the maximum and minimum
pixel values such that values lie between zero and one.
In order to maintain quality control, recover from crashes and improve reproducibility,
the executed script would be saved to a separate text file under the run name used. Logs
of training, validation and testing results would be saved as they occurred. Standard
output to the terminal was saved to file in addition to being displayed in the terminal
helping track down where errors occurred or where training was cut off abruptly. At
the end, both the final model and the best performing model (on the validation-set)
would be saved. Performance measures of the models, including accuracy, precision,
recall and F1 scores would be saved to file. Using continuous-valued predictions, points
for the ROC curves were saved together with the resulting AUC score. Then an ROC
curve was plotted for quick and simple model evaluation when tuning hyper-parameters.
Finally, the script would send an email providing an alert of which run executed and
the total run-time.
3.2.1 CNN Model Designs
As there are currently no theory-based rules for determining the best model architec-
ture, six different CNN architectures were created with varying filter window sizes and
number of layers. Three base models (models 0, 1 and 2) were designed with increasing
convolution window sizes of 2 × 2, 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 respectively, see Table 3.6. Con-
volutional window size is maintained through all layers, with the exception of Model
1 where window size is limited so as to produce feature maps of even dimensions for
pooling that would not require zero-padding. In this manner, three full convolutional
layers (including pooling) were stacked in each of the three base models. Activations
from the final convolutional layer are then connected to a single fully-connected layer of
2048 neurons followed by the output layer. Models 3 to 5 are copies of the three base
models but have an additional fully-connected layer of 1028 neurons.
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Table 3.6: Summary of the six model architectures used.
All convolutional layers had optional batchnorm and drop-out layers above. Training
of models could take between 6-24 hours, so in order to avoid months of optimization,
batchnorm layers were treated as all-or-nothing. Either all layers had batchnorm, or
none did. Similarly drop-out fractions for all layers were the same. The number of
filters, the choice of model, use of batchnorm and the drop-out fraction were considered
hyper-parameters to be determined by performance on the validation-set.
3.3 Data Augmentation
Having both the search and difference images provided a question. While transients are
detected with difference images, the reference image can provide additional information.
For instance, it could show that a galaxy was already present, or that there was a moving
object before (the colours would appear in slightly different positions along a line.) There
is definitely information contained that a human could make use of, however, the curse
of dimensionality from twice the number of features could negatively impact the model.
To determine which data set should be utilized performance on the validation-set was
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used. As seen in Figure 3.16, the change in performance between an equivalent model
Figure 3.16: The difference in performance using only difference images or in com-
bination with search images. Using all the image information results in a significant
performance improvement.
with or without search images is significant. Performance results are, unless stated
otherwise, all on the validation-set. Using the search images improved performance
even with different loss functions. As a result search-images were used for all further
hyper-parameter optimization.
3.3.1 Batch Normalization
Batch normalization, described in Section 2.3.1, is a powerful method of improving net-
work performance. To determine whether or not batch normalization should be used,
performance on the validation-set was tested. As seen from Table 3.7 batch normaliza-
tion does improve model performance.
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Model Type AUC Score
Batch Normalization 0.799
No Normalization 0.748
Table 3.7: Model comparison with and without batch normalization.
Model Type AUC Score
Normalization and Rotation 0.966
Only Normalization 0.968
Table 3.8: With the simple addition of rotation and flips we increase the effective
amount of data eight-fold. Despite this, there is no statistically significant increase in
model performance.
3.3.2 Rotations and Flips
Facial recognition models need not learn to recognize upside down faces as this is an
uncommon case and would likely lead to more false positives of upside down faces than
true positives. A transient however, has no consistent orientation with respect to us,
therefore it makes sense to augment the data set with rotated versions of the original
data. Similarly the same would be true of mirrored images. Half of the time the image
would be flipped upside down due to the mirror symmetry. Images were flipped only
along one axis as a vertical flip combined with 90◦ rotations can achieve all possible
orientations; an additional random horizontal flip would just add unnecessary compu-
tation. Common practice in several image recognition problems has been to introduce
a random rotation to the image within a range of degrees. However, as these images
are small to begin with, allowing any random rotation would introduce the problem of
what to do at the corners of the image where there is no data to rotate into. This could
be filled with zeros, or perhaps a certain amount of Gaussian noise. In the interests of
not having such artificial pixels in the images, it was decided to only make rotations in
multiples of 90◦, thus providing four times as many images without introducing non-real
pixels.
As seen in Table 3.8, there is no significant improvement in performance using both
rotation and flips compared to the equivalent model architecture without data augmen-
tation. In fact, there is a small decrease in performance. For other models there was
improvement, but it too was negligible and likely not significant. Even though these
results suggested rotation and flips were an unnecessary inclusion they are included as
the data augmentation step would happen regardless on the CPU which ran parallel
with the GPU and so no additional training time is needed.
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Model Type AUC Score
Shift = 0.0 0.967
Shift = 0.1 0.969
Shift = 0.2 0.97
Table 3.9: Performance comparison with varied amounts of maximum image shifts in
data augmentation.
Model Type AUC Score
No Augmentation 0.921
Full Augmentation 0.97
Table 3.10: Data augmentation including rotation, shifts and flips significantly in-
creases the effective data set. All these augmented images were computed on-the-fly on
the CPU while the previous batch was being computed on the GPU. The unmistakable
improvement in performance can be seen in the table above.
3.3.3 Shifts
As a form of data augmentation, images may be shifted horizontally or vertically by
a fraction of their dimensions. By providing the model with many instances of the
same object appearing at different locations in the image, the model learns to be more
invariant with respect to image translations. The maximum degree to which images
were shifted was determined with the validation-set. Here shifts of 0, 10 and 20% are
tested.
As seen in Table 3.9, improvement is small but steady with increasing maximum shift.
Shifts of greater than 0.3 were not used because it was noticed in several objects the
transient was quite close to the edge of the image. Shifting too much would remove the
transient from the difference and search images altogether. In addition, as there are no
pixels to spare surrounding the 51 × 51 image, any shift would mean the inclusion of
artificial pixels. Here such artificial pixels were made equal to the nearest known values.
This makes for streaks on a shifted image, which may increase the likelihood of being
classified as an imaging artifact.
The benefits of augmentation practices can clearly be seen for Model 0 in Table 3.10
which shows ROC Curves for non-augmented and fully-augmented versions.
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3.4 Hyper-parameter Optimization
3.4.1 Batch Size
As discussed in the literature review, there are competing interests with regard to the
batch size used in SGD. Smaller batches explore the parameter space better, however,
they take more epochs to converge than larger batches. In order to determine optimal
batch size, training was done for batch sizes in power of twos to determine the average
epoch duration over five epochs. Batch sizes larger than 1024 could not be trained as
the GPU has insufficient memory. The smallest batch size that could be used with a
reasonable epoch time would be chosen, bearing in mind the number of required epochs
may be near 1000 or more but is still unknown at this stage. The results are presented
in Figure 3.17.
Figure 3.17: The average duration of five epochs is measured as a function of the mini-
batch size. Batch sizes used were in powers of two. Training was done with Model 0,
using only difference images and without batch normalization and data-augmentation.
Training time appears asymptotic to 15s for batches larger than 64. Batches greater
than 512 failed to run for lack of memory on the GPU.
Training time asymptotically approaches 15s for batches larger than 64. In contrast,
for batches smaller than 32 the epoch duration rises steeply. This is consistent with
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Model Type AUC Score
Drop-out = 0.0 0.972
Drop-out = 0.1 0.969
Drop-out = 0.2 0.967
Drop-out = 0.3 0.962
Table 3.11: AUC score for models of various drop-out values. Without exception, as
drop-out increases model performance decreases.
what we would expect. Using large batches reduces the number of data transfers. This
suggests that the few data transfers, for batches greater than 64, account for very little
of the total training time. Instead, total training time is mostly accounted for by the
GPU processing forward and backward propagation. On the other side, batches of half
the size require twice the number of memory transfers. With batches less than 64 the
accumulated latency of data transfers from the CPU to GPU begin to dominate training
time
A batch size of 32 not only appears commonly in the literature of previously applied
CNNs but increases training time by approximately 7%. However, as much as small
batches are more likely to escape local minima, their enhanced stochastic nature will
likely require more training epochs than larger batches. Without complete training for
several models of different batch size this is difficult to estimate ahead of time.
3.4.2 Regularization
There are several available methods for regularization of CNNs. For several image
recognition tasks, in particular ImageNet, Drop-out has proven to enhance performance.
However, as shown in Table 3.11, even small drop-out fractions negatively impact per-
formance.
This could have been due to the network not being complex enough to model the data,
and so any regularization would make it even less capable. However, this is likely not the
case as increases in the model’s complexity through increasing the number of filters leads
to no significant improvement, see Subsection 3.4.4. This suggests that the model was in
fact complex enough and drop-out removes too much useful information for classification.
In addition to increased generality, drop-out should increase training time. This is shown
in Figure 3.18. Drop-out does indeed slow down training. In any epoch models with less
drop-out have less loss. However, one would expect models free of drop-out to plateau
and models with drop-out to eventually surpass them in performance. In Figure 3.18,
training is cut short for several runs as early stopping was triggered.
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Figure 3.18: Model training takes significantly longer with drop-out than without.
Training curves stop at various epochs due to early stopping.
Aside from drop-out, L1 and L2 and elastic-net (both L1 and L2) regularization methods
may be used. The degree to which these are applied may vary, however, due to limited
training time, λ values of only 0.01 were considered. In all instances, see Figure 3.19,
regularization degrades performance. In particular, LASSO appears to contribute more
to the model degradation considering L1 regularization (in yellow) and Lasso (in green)
have AUC scores of 0.954 and 0.726 respectively. Elastic net is unsurprisingly worse
than either LASSO or weight-decay. In response to these results no regularization was
included.
3.4.3 Network Activation Function
The activation functions used for all convolutional and dense layers were all sigmoids
or all ReLUs. Model 0, without batchnorm, data augmentation and using only dif-
ference images performs best when using ReLUs rather than sigmoids, see Table 3.12.
Meaningful comparisons were not made between the training time required for both
network activations as several models would be trained concurrently. For this reason
system conditions were not the same when both model versions were trained. However,
the number of epochs may still be spoken of fairly. Early stopping kicked in at epoch
98 for the sigmoidal-only version. For the ReLU version the model achieved greater
performance in near half the number of epochs at 50 before early-stopping interrupted.
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Figure 3.19: The addition of weight decay only slightly decreases performance. How-
ever, the inclusion of LASSO severely hampers the model. Elastic Net, a double hand-
icap using both regularization methods, predictably reduces performance even more.
Model Type AUC Score
ReLU 0.921
Sigmoid 0.806
Table 3.12: ReLUs not only train faster on a GPU but a significant increase in
performance is seen when all layer activations are ReLUs rather than sigmoids.
3.4.4 Filter Size
Another parameter to be tuned is the number of filters to be used at each convolutional
layer. Only two versions were explored. Layers 1, 2 and 3 would have either 32, 64
and 128 filters or 64, 128 and 256 filters respectively. While there is a performance
improvement using more filters, the improvement is slight, see Table 3.13. Even though
the improvement is small it was decided to use the greater number of filters. An under-
complex model can only model so much complexity, on the other hand an overly-complex
model, should it be seen to over-fit, could simply include more regularization. This
increase in over-fitting was not seen.
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Model Type AUC Score
Filters: 64-128-256 0.971
Filters: 32-64-128 0.968
Table 3.13: Doubling the number of filters at every convolution stage would increase
model complexity significantly. The increased complexity barely improved the model.
Model Type AUC Score
Model 0: 1024 Neurons 0.971
Model 0: 2048 Neurons 0.972
Model 1: 1024 Neurons 0.97
Model 1: 2048 Neurons 0.968
Model 2: 1024 Neurons 0.972
Model 2: 2048 Neurons 0.967
Table 3.14: Changing the number of neurons in the final fully-connected layer ap-
pears to make very little difference in performance. This suggests the model is already
complex enough and gains little, if at all, from increasing the complexity.
3.4.5 Loss Function
In keeping with the expectation, binary cross-entropy achieves a greater improvement to
the AUC score than the generic MSE for Model 0 using only difference images, see top
of Figure 3.20. However, when training was performed on Model 5 using search images
in addition to difference images, see bottom graph, the MSE loss function achieved a
greater AUC score. As MSE exhibited more stable behaviour between implementations,
without the time for further loss function tuning, MSE was selected.
3.4.6 Fully-connected Layers
As with the number of filters per convolutional layer the complexity of the fully connected
layer/s need to be determined. As shown in Table 3.14 differences between Models 0,
1 and 2 with a single hidden layer of either 1024 or 2048 neurons show very little
difference. With increased layer size, for two of the three models tested, performance
actually decreased. However, with AUC scores only differing in the third decimal place
noise may account for some if not all the differences observed.
With similar reasoning applied to the number of filters, an overly-complex model may
more easily be tuned with regularization methods than an under-complex model. As
such, 2048 neurons were used in remaining optimizations.
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(a) Model 0: Without search images
(b) Model 5: With search images
Figure 3.20: Several loss functions are available. For a binary classification problem
literature suggests binary cross-entropy. This appears to be true with Model 0 using
only difference images. However, in training Model 5 with search images as well, MSE
significantly outperforms both binary cross-entropy and Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
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Model No. Drop-out - 0.0 Drop-out - 0.1 Drop-out - 0.2 Drop-out - 0.3
0 0.9720 0.9694 0.9673 0.9624
1 0.9677 - 0.9618 0.9661
2 0.9673 0.9664 0.9607 0.9645
3 - 0.9666 0.9713 0.9722
4 - 0.9732 0.9718 0.9673
5 - 0.9689 0.9701 0.9650
Table 3.15: Model AUC Scores for Shift = 0.2 and variable drop-out.







Table 3.16: Model AUC Scores for shifts of 0.1 and 0.2. A shift of 0.1 means that
in the data augmentation pipeline the input is a crop of the original image translated
vertically or horizontally by up to 10% of the total image height and width respectively.
3.5 Model Analysis
3.5.1 Slow Training
Several comparisons were made between all six models. Once when determining the best
drop-out, results shown in Table 3.15; again when determining optimal shift, summarised
in Table 3.16; and lastly, to determine the number of neurons in the final layer, results
shown in Table 3.17. Despite all these metrics with which to compare the models, there
appears to be no apparent winner, certainly not in the majority of cases. It was not
even necessarily true that a deeper model in the same conditions would outperform the
single hidden-layer version.
Rather than potentially over-fitting to the validation-set by excessive hyper-parameter
tuning and model selection, it made more sense to instead take two extremes with equiv-
alent numbers of layers. Model 0 and 2 fit these criteria, and are largely distinguished
by the convolution window size.
Using Models 0 and 2, training was done again with a different random number seed,
half the batch size and half the learning rate. As seen in Figure 3.21, while the smaller
learning rate and batch size do slow down learning, early stopping does not interrupt
the process for over 240 epochs compared to the initial 108. The slower convergence
rate on Model 0 made little change, see Table 3.18. However, for Model 2 (with larger
convolution kernels) the slower learning improved performance by close to 1%. While
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Table 3.17: Model AUC Scores without drop-out and with 1024 neurons in uppermost
layer.
still a gain, the ‘costs’ of increased learning show that fine-tuning at this stage has
ever-diminishing returns.
Figure 3.21: Using half the batch-size and learning rate reliably increases the number
of epochs required. However, the model kept exhibiting sufficient improvement such
that early stopping did not interrupt training.
3.5.2 Comparative Performance
Taking the slow-trained Model 2 to be the final version we may now compare to prior
work. State of the art performance was achieved with Random Forests[140] and achieved
an AUC score of 0.97, see Figure 3.23. This is surpassed by the CNN approach which
achieved an AUC score of 0.974. To get a better understanding of what the model is
doing well a confusion matrix is used. The confusion matrix, see Figure 3.22, suggests
that there will be approximately 8.3% false negatives. In addition, approximately 9.4%
of non-real transients will be classified as real (false positives).
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Figure 3.22: The normalized confusion matrix shows greater than 90% accuracy for
both classes.
Figure 3.23: ROC Curve of the fully-tuned CNN.
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Model Type AUC Score
Model 2: Fast 0.967
Model 2: Slow 0.974
Model 0: Fast 0.972
Model 0: Slow 0.97
Table 3.18: Slow learning was done with both models 0 and 2. Interestingly the less
complex model 0 decreases in performance while model 2, with 5 × 5 convolutional
filters, benefits from the slower and more stochastic learning.
There were 625 fake SNe in the test-set. Of these, the CNN has a recall of 0.98, an
improvement of just 1% to the Random Forest model used which achieved 0.97, see
Figure 3.13. In comparison, fake SNe recall averaged over the human hand-scanners,
was 0.956± 0.010 [121].
Regarding transients which were confirmed to be SNe, there were 135 in the test-set.
Model 2 achieved a recall of 0.96, again a small improvement to the simple K-Nearest
Neighbours used in prior research which has a recall of 0.95.
3.5.3 Misclassified examples
Despite there being some improvements to previous research, performance gains were
small. To understand why this is the case we take a look at some of the misclassified
samples.
Figure 3.24 shows verified SNe samples which were incorrectly classified by the model
as non-real transients. Two of these cases are shown. In each case the difference image
is shown on the left, with the corresponding search image in the center. On the right,
the difference image is subtracted from the search image, before scaling to RGB colours,
to demonstrate how noticeable the difference is. This is necessary as both difference
and search images shown here have colours scaled to between 0 and 256 which may
exaggerate the difference in absolute terms.
The incorrectly classified SN in Figure 3.24 image a appears to be a dipole. Confusion
in the model may has arisen from the colour differences (green on the top right and red
on the bottom left in image c). The model likely interpreted these misaligned colours as
evidence of a misaligned scan, a dipole, rather than as evidence of a SNe. Image d is not
interpreted so simply. The clue appears in image f. The noise present in the new scan
seemed dominant enough to change the colour characteristics of the space surrounding
the galaxy. Slight noise would not do this, see the image above in c. As such, the model
may have interpreted this as an artifact.
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(a) Difference (b) Search (c) Search-Difference
(d) Difference (e) Search (f) Search-Difference
Figure 3.24: Verified SNe misclassified by the model as non-real transients. Each
row shows the difference image, the search image and the result of the difference image
being subtracted from the search image. The subtraction takes place before rescaling
colour channels to suit RGB images.
Figure 3.25 shows several fake SNe which are misclassified as non-real. Image a is not
uncommon, several samples feature stripes of radically different colours. This is very
similar to many artifacts making this an understandable error. The off-center fake SN in
image d resembles a dipole and has a nearby potential transient in the frame. For several
samples, such as image g the signal to noise ratio is very low. No crafted features were
included in the model which contained information on the signal to noise ratio; perhaps
the inclusion of such a feature would help the model decide when to ignore all but the
most intense pixels.
Figure 3.26 shows real transients incorrectly classified as non-real. The transient in image
a was likely mistaken for a saturated star that may exhibit some colour separation as in
Figure 3.12. A moving object, a real transient, would exhibit the same colour separation
from the sequential exposure times for each of the colour sensors. However, one would
expect the centers of each colour to be equally spaced in a straight line. The green and
blue, or filters i and r respectively, largely overlap which may have “nudged” the model
to consider the item a saturated star instead. Image d shows a fake SNe happening on the
far right of the picture. Data augmentation alone could shift the image to the right losing
all information on the transient and retain only background noise. Image g, like d, shows
multiple transient candidates. This too is not a rare instance within the data set. As
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(a) Difference (b) Search (c) Search-Difference
(d) Difference (e) Search (f) Search-Difference
(g) Difference (h) Search (i) Search-Difference
Figure 3.25: Fake SNe misclassified as non-real.
the model provides a binary classification from an input image, all objects are classified
together. No algorithm is in-built to automatically separate transient candidates and
classify each accordingly. Instead, the model at best produces an average score over all
the candidates and at worst produces only nonsense. Since SNe are rare, about 1 in 100
years per galaxy, it is highly unlikely for there to be more than one SNe in the image
which means two of the three are likely not-real. An average score, for an accurate model,
would therefore almost always predict an aggregate of several transient candidates to
be non-real. In the case of image j, a cross-hair shape surrounds the transient making
classification as an artifact more likely. The bottom row of Figure 3.26 shows that the
difference and search image appear almost identical. Only when the difference of the two
is produced in image o do changes appear. While information is not missing with only
two of the three images, rarely is the search-difference image necessary to accentuate
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differences. As such, the model likely does not take full advantage of having both search
and differences available.
Figure 3.27 shows samples of false positives. As with the false negatives, from the fake
and verified SNe, there are cases of multiple objects within the images (a, j and m),
off-enter transients (a, g and j ) and in some cases, such as image m, it is not apparent
(for an untrained eye) why that is not a real transient. As this is not a fake nor verified
transient we have no objective source to say to what class the item belongs.
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(a) Difference (b) Search (c) Search-Difference
(d) Difference (e) Search (f) Search-Difference
(g) Difference (h) Search (i) Search-Difference
(j) Difference (k) Search (l) Search-Difference
(m) Difference (n) Search (o) Search-Difference
Figure 3.26: Real SNe misclassified as non-real.
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(a) Difference (b) Search (c) Search-Difference
(d) Difference (e) Search (f) Search-Difference
(g) Difference (h) Search (i) Search-Difference
(j) Difference (k) Search (l) Search-Difference
(m) Difference (n) Search (o) Search-Difference
Figure 3.27: Non-real transients misclassified as real.
Chapter 4
Discussion and Conclusions
In conclusion, while machine learning application in astronomy is young, results from
this study suggest that it does in fact have a positive role to play in future astronom-
ical surveys. Deep learning methods prove to be on par, if not better, than human
scanners; but unlike astronomers they can classify thousands of transients a second.
Unlike conventional machine learning algorithms convolutional neural networks require
no complex and case-specific features to be crafted. With only data-augmentation during
training, convolutional neural networks discover their own abstract features for classi-
fication. Deep models can provide continuous-valued scores for classification certainty
that may be tuned, unlike human scanners, for best recall and precision. In addition,
they are capable of handling such large data throughputs as may be generated by the
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope through heavy utilization of GPUs. Deep models, in
particular Convolutional Neural Networks, are indispensable for future astronomical sky
surveys such as the LSST.
Regarding future work using the Sloan Digital Sky Survey transient data-set, the data
itself is the limiting factor behind transient classification success. Many labels appear
inconsistent and often have very low signal-to-noise ratios due to hand-scanners minimiz-
ing false negatives. For fast and reliable classification the preprocessing algorithms for
highlighting and centering candidate transients need improvement so as to consistently
provide a single centered transient as input for the classification model. Artifact and
moving object detection may be enhanced by cross-referencing sky locations and times
with databases of known artificial satellites and asteroids. However, similar applications
of deep learning (with better data-sets) may be improved by including a time-series of
images of the region in question, including time durations between scans images as fea-
tures. With this information, not only may variable stars be more easily identified (from
their repetitively oscillating light curves), but when supernovae are discovered their age
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and type may be quickly identified as well. Supernovae identified in this way with high
confidence may immediately be recommended for dedicated telescope follow-ups. Fi-
nally, models developed in this thesis were used and assessed in isolation. Ideally several
models would be trained with different architectures, hyper-parameters and initializa-
tions. Their combined outputs may then be fed as input to an ensemble classifier which
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24
25 from keras . l a y e r s . advanced ac t i va t i on s import LeakyReLU , PReLU
26 from keras . op t im i z e r s import SGD, Adadelta , Adagrad , RMSprop , Adam
27 import keras . r e g u l a r i z e r s as Regu l a r i z e r s
28 import mode l s e l e c t i on
29
30 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
31 # HYPERPARAMETERS ∗
32 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
33
34 random seed = 2
35 r andom data sp l i t s e ed = 1
36
37 #FEEDBACK
38 verbose = 1 #0 : Nothing , 1 : Progres s Bar , 2 : Line per Epoch
39 show accuracy = True
40 b u f f e r s i z e = 2
41
42 #TRAINING HYPERPARAMETERS
43 s h u f f l e = True
44 ba t ch s i z e = 16
45 p r e d i c t b a t c h s i z e = 128
46 u s e v a l i d a t i o n = True
47 v a l i d a t i o n s p l i t = 0 .
48 nb c l a s s e s = 11
49 nb epoch = 1000
50 pat i ence = 100
51 factor improvement = 0.995
52 va l i d a t i on f r e qu en cy = 5 #Only in data augmentation mode
53
54 #LOADING DATA
55 genera te data = False
56 s av e a s b ina ry = False
57 data path = ’ Tra i n Va l i d da t a andSea r ch a l l c l a s s e s . bin ’
58 # ’ T r a i n V a l i d d a t a d i f f a l l c l a s s e s . bin ’ #
59 t e s t da t a pa th = ’ Te s t d a t a andS e a r c h a l l c l a s s e s . bin ’ i f data path == ’
Tra i n Va l i d da t a andSea r ch a l l c l a s s e s . bin ’ e l s e ’
T e s t d a t a d i f f a l l c l a s s e s . bin ’
60 c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t = (0 , 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 ,
10)
61 #Art i f a c t s , Moving Objects , Saturated Stars , Dipoles , Var iab les , Trans ients
, Other SN, Bronze SN, S i l v e r SN, Gold SN
62
63 #DATA AUGMENTATION
64 data augmentation = True
65 f e a t u r ew i s e c e n t e r = True
66 samplewi s e cente r = Fal se
67 f e a t u r ew i s e s t d no rma l i z a t i o n = True
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68 s amp l ew i s e s td norma l i za t i on = False
69 zca whi ten ing = False
70 r o t a t i on r ang e = 0 .
71 wid th sh i f t r ang e = 0 .2
72 h e i g h t s h i f t r a n g e = 0 .2
73 h o r i z o n t a l f l i p = True
74 v e r t i c a l f l i p = False
75 s a v e t o d i r = None #Disabled in keras . p r ep ro c e s s i ng . image
76 s a v e p r e f i x = ’ ’ #’ augmented imgs ’
77 save format = ’ jpeg ’
78 c rop coords = 0 . #(10 , 40 , 10 , 40)
79 gau s s i an no i s e s i gma = 0 .
80 do n i n e t y r o t a t i o n s = True
81
82 #LOADING MODEL
83 model no = 3
84 ne twork ac t i va t i on = ’ r e l u ’# ’ s igmoid ’
85 l o s s = ’mse ’ i f n b c l a s s e s==1 e l s e ’ c a t e g o r i c a l c r o s s e n t r o p y ’
86 #’ b ina ry c ro s s en t ropy ’ ’ rmse ’ , ’mae ’ , ’mape ’ , ’ msle ’ , ’ squared h inge ’ , ’mse
’ , ’ b i na ry c ro s s en t ropy ’
87 f i n a l a c t i v a t i o n = ’ s igmoid ’ i f n b c l a s s e s==1 e l s e ’ softmax ’# ’ r e l u ’
88 and search img = True i f data path == ’
Tra i n Va l i d da t a andSea r ch a l l c l a s s e s . bin ’ e l s e Fa l se
89
90 dropout p = 0 .
91 batch Norm = True
92 opt imize r = SGD( l r = 0 .005 , decay = 1e−6, momentum = 0 .9 , ne s t e rov = True )
93 W regu la r i z e r = Regu l a r i z e r s . l 1 l 2 ( l 1 = 0 .00 ,
94 l 2 = 0 . 00 )
95 #l1 =0.01:LASSO, l 2 =0.01 weight decay/Ridge , l 1 =0.01 & l2 =0.01
E la s t i cNet
96 a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = Regu l a r i z e r s . a c t i v i t y l 1 l 2 ( l 1 = 0 .00 ,
97 l 2 = 0 . 00 )
98 we i g h t i n i t = ’ g l o r o t un i f o rm ’
99 l oad we ight s = False
100
101
102 #Obtaining Resu l t s
103 n runs = 5
104
105 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
106 # IMPORTS ∗
107 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
108
109 import f i t s r e a d i n g as f i t sReade r
110 import l o a d s a v e t e s t d a t a as testReader
111 import numpy as np
112 import sys
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113 import os
114 i f not os . path . e x i s t s ( ’ b u f f e r i n g . py ’ ) :
115 pr in t ( ’ Downloading bu f f e r i n g . py ’ )
116 os . system ( ’ wget https : // raw . g i thubuse rcontent . com/benanne/ kaggle−ndsb
/11 a66cdbddee16c69514b9530a727df0ac6e136f / bu f f e r i n g . py ’ )
117 from bu f f e r i n g import buffered gen mp , bu f f e r ed gen th r eaded
118 from sk l ea rn . c r o s s v a l i d a t i o n import t r a i n t e s t s p l i t
119 from sk l ea rn . met r i c s import roc curve , r o c au c s c o r e
120 from sk l ea rn import p r ep ro c e s s i ng
121 import mode l s e l e c t i on
122 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
123 import cP i ck l e
124 import time
125 import s h u t i l
126
127 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
128 # KERAS IMPORTS ∗
129 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
130
131 import keras . u t i l s . t h e an o u t i l s as T u t i l s
132 from keras . p r ep ro c e s s i ng . image import ImageDataGenerator
133 from keras . u t i l s import np u t i l s , g e n e r i c u t i l s
134 from keras . u t i l s import v i s u a l i z e u t i l




139 # INITIALIZE ∗
140 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
141
142 s t a r t t ime = time . c l o ck ( )
143 np . random . seed ( random seed )
144
145 #CHECKPOINT SAVING
146 checkpoint fname = ’ model data /{} we igh t s checkpo in t . hdf5 ’ . format (
r un de s c r i p t o r )
147 b e s t t r a i n we i g h t s = ’ model data /{} be s t Tra in we i gh t s . hdf5 ’ . format (
r un de s c r i p t o r )
148 b e s t v a l i d we i g h t s = ’ model data /{} be s t Va l i d we i gh t s . hdf5 ’ . format (
r un de s c r i p t o r )
149 b e s t t e s t w e i g h t s = ’ model data /{} be s t Te s t we i gh t s . hdf5 ’ . format (
r un de s c r i p t o r )
150
151 s av e b e s t on l y = True
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156 weights load fname = ’ model data /{} we i g h t s l o a d f i l e . hdf5 ’ . format (
r un de s c r i p t o r )
157 model plot fname = ’ model data /{} mode l p lo t . png ’ . format ( r un de s c r i p t o r )
158 weights save fname = ’ model data /{} f i n a l w e i g h t s . bin ’ . format (
r un de s c r i p t o r )
159 epoch insurance fname = ’ model data /{} weights backup . hdf5 ’ . format (
r un de s c r i p t o r )
160 overwr i t e = True
161 r e su l t s f name = ’ r e s u l t s /{} r e s u l t s . bin ’ . format ( r un de s c r i p t o r )
162 be s t va l mode l r e su l t s f n ame = ’ r e s u l t s /{} b e s t v a l t e s t r e s u l t s . bin ’ .
format ( r un de s c r i p t o r )
163 roc curve fname = ’ r e s u l t s /{} r o c cu rv e . png ’ . format ( r un de s c r i p t o r )
164 be s t va l r o c cu rv e fname = ’ r e s u l t s /{} b e s t v a l r o c c u r v e . png ’ . format (
r un de s c r i p t o r )
165
166 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
167 # SAVE EXECUTED SCRIPT ∗
168 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
169
170 sc r ipt run name = ’ e x e cu t e d s c r i p t s / ’ + run de s c r i p t o r + ’ f u l l s c r i p t . py ’
171 s h u t i l . c o p y f i l e ( sys . argv [ 0 ] , s c r ipt run name )
172
173 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
174 # DATA IMPORT ∗
175 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
176
177 pr in t ’Data Generated/Loaded ’
178
179 X train , X val id , Y train , Y val id , IDL i s t t r a in , IDL i s t v a l i d = f i t sReade r
. Load from binary ( data path , c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t )
180 X test , Y test , IDList = testReader . Load from binary ( t e s t da ta path ,
c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t )
181
182 i f ( n b c l a s s e s > 1) :
183 Y tra in = np u t i l s . t o c a t e g o r i c a l ( Y train , nb c l a s s e s )
184 Y val id = np u t i l s . t o c a t e g o r i c a l ( Y val id , n b c l a s s e s )
185 Y test = np u t i l s . t o c a t e g o r i c a l ( Y test , n b c l a s s e s )
186
187 pr in t ( ’ X tra in data shape : ’ , X tra in . shape )
188 pr in t ( ’ Y tra in data shape : ’ , Y tra in . shape )
189 pr in t ( ’ X va l id data shape : ’ , X val id . shape )
190 pr in t ( ’ Y va l id data shape : ’ , Y val id . shape )
191 pr in t ( ’ X te s t data shape : ’ , X tes t . shape )
192 pr in t ( ’ Y te s t data shape : ’ , Y tes t . shape )
193
194 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
195 # CALLBACKS DESIGN ∗
196 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
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197
198 c l a s s LossHis tory ( Cal lback ) :
199 de f on t r a i n b eg i n ( s e l f , l o g s = {}) :
200 s e l f . t r a i n l o s s = [ ]
201 s e l f . t r a i n a c cu ra cy = [ ]
202 s e l f . v a l l o s s = [ ]
203 s e l f . va l a c curacy = [ ]
204 s e l f . epoch time = [ ]
205 s e l f . e po ch s t a r t t ime = time . c l o ck ( )
206
207 de f on epoch end ( s e l f , epoch , l o g s = {}) :
208 s e l f . epoch time . append ( time . c l o ck ( ) − s e l f . e po ch s t a r t t ime )
209 s e l f . t r a i n l o s s . append ( l o g s . get ( ’ l o s s ’ ) )
210 s e l f . t r a i n a c cu ra cy . append ( l o g s . get ( ’ accuracy ’ ) i f show accuracy e l s e
None )
211 s e l f . v a l l o s s . append ( l o g s . get ( ’ v a l l o s s ’ ) i f u s e v a l i d a t i o n e l s e None
)
212 s e l f . va l a c curacy . append ( l o g s . get ( ’ va l a ccuracy ’ ) i f u s e v a l i d a t i o n
and show accuracy e l s e None )
213
214 h i s t o r y = LossHis tory ( )
215 checkpo inte r = ModelCheckpoint ( f i l e p a t h = checkpoint fname ,
216 verbose = verbose ,
217 s av e b e s t on l y = save b e s t on l y )
218
219 e a r l y s t opp i ng = EarlyStopping ( pat i ence = pat ience ,
220 verbose = verbose )
221
222 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
223 # MODEL DESIGN ∗
224 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
225
226 pr in t ’ Creat ing Model ( takes a l i t t l e whi l e ) : ’
227 model = mode l s e l e c t i on . get model (model no ,
228 and search img ,
229 l o s s ,
230 opt imizer ,
231 network act ivat ion ,
232 f i n a l a c t i v a t i o n ,
233 W regular i zer ,
234 a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r ,
235 we i gh t i n i t ,
236 dropout p ,
237 batch Norm ,
238 nb c l a s s e s )
239
240 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
241 # CREATE MODEL GRAPH AND SAVE TO FILE ∗
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242 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
243
244 pr in t ’ P l o t t i ng Model ’
245 v i s u a l i z e u t i l . p l o t (model ,
246 model plot fname )
247
248 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
249 # RESTORING EXISTING MODEL WEIGHTS( IF THEY EXIST) ∗
250 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
251
252 i f l oad we ight s :
253 pr in t ’ Loading Model Weights from ’ , we ights load fname
254 model . l oad we ight s ( we ights load fname )
255
256 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
257 # TRAINING WITHOUT AUGMENTATION OR ∗
258 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
259
260 epoch s t a r t t ime = time . c l o ck ( )
261 i f not data augmentation :
262 pr in t ( ’Not us ing data augmentation : ’ )
263
264 de f c r op i n s t a c k (x , ( x l e f t , x r i gh t , y bottom , y top )=(0 , −1, 0 , −1) )
:
265 re turn x [ : , : , x l e f t : x r i gh t , y bottom : y top ]
266
267 X tra in = X tra in . astype ( ’ f l o a t 3 2 ’ )
268 X val id = X val id . astype ( ’ f l o a t 3 2 ’ )
269 X test = X tes t . astype ( ’ f l o a t 3 2 ’ )
270
271 X tra in = X tra in / (12 . 847059∗2 . ) + 0 .5
272 X val id = X val id / (12 . 847059∗2 . ) + 0 .5
273 X test = X tes t / (12 . 847059∗2 . ) + 0 .5
274 va l i d a t i on da t a = None
275 i f u s e v a l i d a t i o n :
276 i f v a l i d a t i o n s p l i t :
277 X train , X val id , Y train , Y val id = t r a i n t e s t s p l i t ( X train ,
Y train ,
278 t e s t s i z e = v a l i d a t i o n s p l i t ,
279 random state = random data sp l i t s e ed )
280 va l i d a t i on da t a = ( X val id , Y val id )
281
282 pr in t ( ’ X val id shape : ’ , X val id . shape )
283 pr in t ( ’ Y val id shape : ’ , Y val id . shape )
284 pr in t ( ’ X tra in shape : ’ , X tra in . shape )
285 pr in t ( ’ Y tra in shape : ’ , Y tra in . shape )
286 pr in t ( ’ X tes t shape : ’ , X tes t . shape )
287 pr in t ( ’ Y tes t shape : ’ , Y tes t . shape )
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288
289 i f c rop coords :
290 X tra in = c r op i n s t a c k ( X train ,
291 c rop coords )
292 i f u s e v a l i d a t i o n :
293 X val id= c r op i n s t a c k ( X val id ,
294 c rop coords )
295 X test = c r op i n s t a c k ( X test ,
296 c rop coords )
297
298 model . f i t ( X train , Y train ,
299 ba t ch s i z e = batch s i z e ,
300 nb epoch = nb epoch ,
301 verbose = verbose ,
302 c a l l b a c k s = [ checkpo inter , h i s to ry , e a r l y s t opp i ng ] ,
303 va l i d a t i on da t a = va l i da t i on da ta ,
304 s h u f f l e = shu f f l e ,
305 show accuracy = show accuracy )
306
307 r e s u l t = model . eva luate ( X test , Y test ,
308 ba t ch s i z e = p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
309 verbose = verbose ,
310 show accuracy = show accuracy )
311 t e s t l o s s , t e s t a c cu r a cy = r e s u l t i f show accuracy e l s e [ r e su l t , None ]
312 pr in t ( ’ Test Loss /Accuracy : ’ , t e s t l o s s , ’ / ’ , t e s t a c cu r a cy )
313
314 #Save History Informat ion to f i l e
315 h i s t f i l e = open ( h is tory fname , ’wb ’ )
316 cP i ck l e . dump( h i s t o r y . epoch time , h i s t f i l e )
317 cP i ck l e . dump( h i s t o r y . t r a i n l o s s , h i s t f i l e )
318 cP i ck l e . dump( h i s t o r y . t ra in accuracy , h i s t f i l e )
319 cP i ck l e . dump( h i s t o r y . v a l l o s s , h i s t f i l e )
320 cP i ck l e . dump( h i s t o r y . va l accuracy , h i s t f i l e )
321 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t l o s s , h i s t f i l e )
322 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t ac cu racy , h i s t f i l e )
323 h i s t f i l e . c l o s e ( )
324 e l s e :
325
326 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
327 # AUGMENTATION TRAINING ∗
328 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
329
330 pr in t ( ’ Using r e a l time data augmentation with b u f f e r s i z e = %i : ’ %
b u f f e r s i z e )
331 i f v a l i d a t i o n s p l i t :
332 X train , X val id , Y train , Y val id = t r a i n t e s t s p l i t ( X train ,
Y train ,
333 t e s t s i z e = v a l i d a t i o n s p l i t ,
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334 random state = random data sp l i t s e ed )
335 augmentation datagen = ImageDataGenerator ( f e a t u r ew i s e c e n t e r =
f e a tu r ew i s e c en t e r ,
336 samplewi s e cente r = samplewise center ,
337 f e a t u r ew i s e s t d no rma l i z a t i o n =
f e a tu r ew i s e s t d no rma l i z a t i on ,
338 s amp l ew i s e s td norma l i za t i on =
samplew i s e s td norma l i za t i on ,
339 zca whi ten ing = zca whiten ing ,
340 r o t a t i on r ang e = rota t i on range ,
341 wid th sh i f t r ang e = wid th sh i f t r ange ,
342 h e i g h t s h i f t r a n g e = he i g h t s h i f t r a n g e ,
343 h o r i z o n t a l f l i p = h o r i z o n t a l f l i p ,
344 v e r t i c a l f l i p = v e r t i c a l f l i p ,
345 no i s e s i gma = gaus s i an no i s e s i gma ,
346 c rop coords = crop coords ,
347 do n i n e t y r o t a t i o n s=do n i n e t y r o t a t i o n s )
348 augmentation datagen . f i t ( X tra in )
349 t e s t da tagen = ImageDataGenerator ( f e a t u r ew i s e c e n t e r =
f e a tu r ew i s e c en t e r ,
350 samplewi s e cente r = False ,
351 f e a t u r ew i s e s t d no rma l i z a t i o n =
f e a tu r ew i s e s t d no rma l i z a t i on ,
352 s amp l ew i s e s td norma l i za t i on = False ,
353 zca whi ten ing = zca whiten ing ,
354 r o t a t i on r ang e = rota t i on range ,
355 wid th sh i f t r ang e = wid th sh i f t r ange ,
356 h e i g h t s h i f t r a n g e = he i g h t s h i f t r a n g e ,
357 h o r i z o n t a l f l i p = h o r i z o n t a l f l i p ,
358 v e r t i c a l f l i p = v e r t i c a l f l i p ,
359 no i s e s i gma = 0 . ,
360 c rop coords = crop coords ,
361 do n i n e t y r o t a t i o n s = do n i n e t y r o t a t i o n s )
362
363 t e s t da tagen . f i t ( X tra in )
364 no t r a i n ba t ch e s = X tra in . shape [ 0 ] / ba t ch s i z e
365 no va l i d ba t che s = X val id . shape [ 0 ] / p r e d i c t b a t c h s i z e
366 no t e s t ba t ch e s = X tes t . shape [ 0 ] / p r e d i c t b a t c h s i z e
367 pr in t ’ Train ing batches : ’ , n o t r a i n ba t ch e s
368 pr in t ’ Va l idat i on batches ( Pred i c t i on ) : ’ , n o va l i d ba t che s
369 pr in t ’ Test ing batches ( Pred i c t i on ) : ’ , n o t e s t ba t ch e s
370
371 epoch time = [ ]
372 t r a i n l o s s h i s t o r y = [ ]
373 t r a i n a c c u r a c y h i s t o r y = [ ]
374 v a l i d l o s s h i s t o r y = [ ]
375 va l i d a c c u r a c y h i s t o r y = [ ]
376 t e s t l o s s h i s t o r y = [ ]
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377 t e s t a c c u r a c y h i s t o r y = [ ]
378
379 b e s t t r a i n l o s s = np . i n f t y
380 b e s t v a l i d a t i o n l o s s = np . i n f t y
381 b e s t t e s t l o s s = np . i n f t y
382
383 countdown = pat i ence
384 epoch = 0
385 done loop ing = False
386 whi le ( epoch < nb epoch ) and ( not done loop ing ) :
387 epoch += 1
388 epoch time . append ( time . c l o ck ( ) − epoch s t a r t t ime )
389
390 pr in t ( ’− ’ ∗40)
391 pr in t ( ’Epoch ’ , epoch )
392 pr in t ( ’− ’ ∗40)
393 #TRAINING
394 pr in t ( ’ Tra in ing . . . ’ )
395
396 t r a i n l o s s = 0 .
397 t r a i n a c cu ra cy = 0
398 progbar = g e n e r i c u t i l s . Progbar ( X tra in . shape [ 0 ] )
399 f o r X batch , Y batch in bu f f e r ed gen th r eaded ( augmentation datagen .
f low ( X train , Y train ,
400 bat ch s i z e ,
401 s hu f f l e ,
402 s av e t o d i r ,
403 s av e p r e f i x ,
404 save format ) , b u f f e r s i z e=b u f f e r s i z e ) :
405
406 t r a i n r e s u l t s = model . t r a i n on ba t ch (X batch , Y batch ,
407 accuracy = show accuracy )
408 bat ch l o s s , batch accuracy = t r a i n r e s u l t s i f show accuracy e l s e [
t r a i n r e s u l t s , None ]
409 t r a i n l o s s += ba t ch l o s s
410 t r a i n a c cu ra cy += batch accuracy
411 progbar . add ( X batch . shape [ 0 ] , va lue s = [ ( ’ t r a i n l o s s ’ , b a t ch l o s s )
] )
412
413 t r a i n l o s s , t r a i n a c cu ra cy = t r a i n l o s s /( no t r a i n ba t ch e s + 1 . 0 ) ,
t r a i n a c cu ra cy /( no t r a i n ba t ch e s + 1 . 0 )
414 pr in t ’ Train ing l o s s ( c a l c ) : ’ , t r a i n l o s s
415 pr in t ’ Train Accuracy : ’ , t r a i n a c cu ra cy
416 t r a i n l o s s h i s t o r y . append ( t r a i n l o s s )
417 t r a i n a c c u r a c y h i s t o r y . append ( t r a i n a c cu ra cy )
418 model . s ave we ight s ( epoch insurance fname ,
419 overwr i t e = overwr i t e )
420 i f ( t r a i n l o s s < b e s t t r a i n l o s s ) :
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421 pr in t ’ Best t r a i n s co r e . Saving weights to ’ , b e s t t r a i n we i g h t s
422 model . s ave we ight s ( b e s t t r a i n we i gh t s ,
423 overwr i t e = overwr i t e )
424 b e s t t r a i n l o s s = t r a i n l o s s
425 #VALIDATING
426 i f ( epoch < pat i ence ) and ( epoch % va l i d a t i on f r e qu en cy == 0) and
u s e v a l i d a t i o n :
427 pr in t ( ’ Va l ida t ing . . . ’ )
428 progbar = g e n e r i c u t i l s . Progbar ( X val id . shape [ 0 ] )
429 v a l i d l o s s = 0 .
430 va l i d a c cu ra cy = 0 .
431 f o r X batch , Y batch in bu f f e r ed gen th r eaded ( augmentation datagen .
f low ( X val id , Y val id ,
432 p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
433 s h u f f l e= False ,
434 s a v e t o d i r=sav e t o d i r ,
435 s a v e p r e f i x=sav e p r e f i x ,
436 save format=save format ) , b u f f e r s i z e=
b u f f e r s i z e ) :
437 v a l i d r e s u l t s = model . t e s t on ba t ch (X batch , Y batch ,
438 accuracy = show accuracy )
439 bat ch l o s s , batch accuracy = v a l i d r e s u l t s i f show accuracy e l s e [
v a l i d r e s u l t s , None ]
440 v a l i d l o s s += ba t ch l o s s
441 va l i d a c cu ra cy += batch accuracy
442 progbar . add ( X batch . shape [ 0 ] , va lue s = [ ( ’ v a l i d l o s s ’ , b a t ch l o s s )
] )
443 v a l i d l o s s , va l i d a c cu ra cy = v a l i d l o s s /( no va l i d ba t che s + 1 . 0 ) ,
va l i d a c cu ra cy /( no va l i d ba t che s + 1 . 0 )
444 v a l i d l o s s h i s t o r y . append ( v a l i d l o s s )
445 va l i d a c c u r a c y h i s t o r y . append ( va l i d a c cu ra cy )
446 pr in t ’ Va l idat i on Loss ( c a l c ) : ’ , v a l i d l o s s
447 pr in t ’ Va l idat i on Accuracy : ’ , v a l i d a c cu ra cy
448
449 i f ( v a l i d l o s s < b e s t v a l i d a t i o n l o s s ) :
450
451 pr in t ’ Best v a l i d a t i o n s co r e . Saving weights to {} ’ . format (
b e s t v a l i d we i g h t s )
452 model . s ave we ight s ( b e s t va l i d we i gh t s ,
453 overwr i t e = overwr i t e )
454 b e s t v a l i d a t i o n l o s s = v a l i d l o s s
455 i f ( epoch < pat i ence ) and ( epoch % va l i d a t i on f r e qu en cy == 0) :
456 #TESTING
457 pr in t ( ’ Test ing . . . ’ )
458 progbar = g e n e r i c u t i l s . Progbar ( X tes t . shape [ 0 ] )
459 t e s t l o s s = 0 .
460 t e s t a c cu r a cy = 0 .
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461 f o r X batch , Y batch in bu f f e r ed gen th r eaded ( t e s t da tagen . f low (
X test , Y test ,
462 p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
463 s h u f f l e = False ,
464 s a v e t o d i r = sav e t o d i r ,
465 s a v e p r e f i x = sav e p r e f i x ,
466 save format = save format ) , b u f f e r s i z e =
b u f f e r s i z e ) :
467
468 t e s t r e s u l t s = model . t e s t on ba t ch (X batch , Y batch ,
469 accuracy = True )
470 bat ch l o s s , batch accuracy = t e s t r e s u l t s i f show accuracy e l s e [
t e s t r e s u l t s , None ]
471 t e s t l o s s += ba t ch l o s s
472 t e s t a c cu r a cy += batch accuracy
473 progbar . add ( X batch . shape [ 0 ] , va lue s = [ ( ’ t e s t l o s s ’ , b a t ch l o s s ) ] )
474 t e s t l o s s , t e s t a c cu r a cy = t e s t l o s s /( no t e s t ba t ch e s + 1 . 0 ) ,
t e s t a c cu r a cy /( no t e s t ba t ch e s + 1 . 0 )
475 t e s t l o s s h i s t o r y . append ( t e s t l o s s )
476 t e s t a c c u r a c y h i s t o r y . append ( t e s t a c cu r a cy )
477 pr in t ’ Test Loss ( c a l c ) : {} ’ . format ( t e s t l o s s )
478 pr in t ’ Test Accuracy : {} ’ . format ( t e s t a c cu r a cy )
479
480 i f ( t e s t l o s s < b e s t t e s t l o s s ) :
481 pr in t ’ Best t e s t s co r e . Saving weights to {} ’ . format (
b e s t t e s t w e i g h t s )
482 model . s ave we ight s ( b e s t t e s t w e i g h t s ,
483 overwr i t e = overwr i t e )
484 b e s t t e s t l o s s = t e s t l o s s
485
486
487 i f ( epoch > pat i ence ) and u s e v a l i d a t i o n :
488 pr in t ( ’ Va l ida t ing . . . ’ )
489 progbar = g e n e r i c u t i l s . Progbar ( X val id . shape [ 0 ] )
490 v a l i d l o s s = 0 .
491 va l i d a c cu ra cy = 0 .
492 f o r X batch , Y batch in bu f f e r ed gen th r eaded ( augmentation datagen .
f low ( X val id , Y val id ,
493 p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
494 s h u f f l e= False ,
495 s a v e t o d i r=sav e t o d i r ,
496 s a v e p r e f i x=sav e p r e f i x ,
497 save format=save format ) , b u f f e r s i z e=
b u f f e r s i z e ) :
498 v a l i d r e s u l t s = model . t e s t on ba t ch (X batch , Y batch ,
499 accuracy = show accuracy )
500 bat ch l o s s , batch accuracy = v a l i d r e s u l t s i f show accuracy e l s e [
v a l i d r e s u l t s , None ]
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501 v a l i d l o s s += ba t ch l o s s
502 va l i d a c cu ra cy += batch accuracy
503 progbar . add ( X batch . shape [ 0 ] , va lue s = [ ( ’ v a l i d l o s s ’ , b a t ch l o s s )
] )
504 v a l i d l o s s , va l i d a c cu ra cy = v a l i d l o s s /( no va l i d ba t che s + 1 . 0 ) ,
va l i d a c cu ra cy /( no va l i d ba t che s + 1 . 0 )
505 v a l i d l o s s h i s t o r y . append ( v a l i d l o s s )
506 va l i d a c c u r a c y h i s t o r y . append ( va l i d a c cu ra cy )
507 pr in t ’ Va l idat i on Loss ( c a l c ) : ’ , v a l i d l o s s
508 pr in t ’ Va l idat i on Accuracy : ’ , v a l i d a c cu ra cy
509 pr in t ’ v a l i d l o s s : ’ , v a l i d l o s s
510 pr in t ’ to beat ’ , b e s t v a l i d a t i o n l o s s ∗ factor improvement
511 i f ( v a l i d l o s s < b e s t v a l i d a t i o n l o s s ∗ factor improvement ) :
512 pr in t ’ v a l i d a t i o n performance improved ’
513 countdown = pat i ence
514 e l s e :
515 countdown −= 1
516
517 i f ( v a l i d l o s s < b e s t v a l i d a t i o n l o s s ) :
518 pr in t ’ Best v a l i d a t i o n s co r e . Saving weights to {} ’ . format (
b e s t v a l i d we i g h t s )
519 model . s ave we ight s ( b e s t va l i d we i gh t s ,
520 overwr i t e = overwr i t e )
521 b e s t v a l i d a t i o n l o s s = v a l i d l o s s
522
523 i f countdown == 0 :
524 pr in t ’ Early stopping i n t e r r up t . ’




529 pr in t ( ’ Test ing . . . ’ )
530 progbar = g e n e r i c u t i l s . Progbar ( X tes t . shape [ 0 ] )
531 t e s t l o s s = 0 .
532 t e s t a c cu r a cy = 0 .
533 f o r X batch , Y batch in bu f f e r ed gen th r eaded ( t e s t da tagen . f low ( X test ,
Y test ,
534 p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
535 s h u f f l e=False ,
536 s a v e t o d i r=sav e t o d i r ,
537 s a v e p r e f i x=sav e p r e f i x ,
538 save format=save format ) , b u f f e r s i z e=b u f f e r s i z e ) :
539 t e s t r e s u l t s = model . t e s t on ba t ch (X batch , Y batch ,
540 accuracy = True )
541 bat ch l o s s , batch accuracy = t e s t r e s u l t s i f show accuracy e l s e [
t e s t r e s u l t s , None ]
542 t e s t l o s s += ba t ch l o s s
543 t e s t a c cu r a cy += batch accuracy
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544 progbar . add ( X batch . shape [ 0 ] , va lue s = [ ( ’ t e s t l o s s ’ , b a t ch l o s s ) ] )
545 t e s t l o s s , t e s t a c cu r a cy = t e s t l o s s /( no t e s t ba t ch e s + 1 . 0 ) ,
t e s t a c cu r a cy /( no t e s t ba t ch e s +1.0)
546 t e s t l o s s h i s t o r y . append ( t e s t l o s s )
547 t e s t a c c u r a c y h i s t o r y . append ( t e s t a c cu r a cy )
548 pr in t ’ Test Loss ( c a l c ) : ’ , t e s t l o s s
549 pr in t ’ Test Accuracy : ’ , t e s t a c cu r a cy
550
551 #Save History Informat ion to f i l e
552 pr in t ’ Saving t r a i n i n g h i s t o r y to ’ , h i s to ry fname
553 h i s t f i l e = open ( h is tory fname , ’wb ’ )
554 cP i ck l e . dump( epoch time , h i s t f i l e )
555 cP i ck l e . dump( t r a i n l o s s h i s t o r y , h i s t f i l e )
556 cP i ck l e . dump( t r a i n a c cu r a cy h i s t o r y , h i s t f i l e )
557 cP i ck l e . dump( v a l i d l o s s h i s t o r y , h i s t f i l e )
558 cP i ck l e . dump( va l i d a c cu r a cy h i s t o r y , h i s t f i l e )
559 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t l o s s h i s t o r y , h i s t f i l e )
560 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t a c cu r a c y h i s t o r y , h i s t f i l e )
561 h i s t f i l e . c l o s e ( )
562
563 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
564 # SAVING WEIGHTS ∗
565 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
566
567 pr in t ’ F ina l weights saved to ’ , we ights save fname
568 model . s ave we ight s ( weights save fname ,
569 overwr i t e = overwr i t e ) #Saves to hdf5 f i l e
570
571 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
572 # OBTAIN RESULTS ∗
573 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
574
575 de f d i f f s c o r e s ( p r ed c l a s s , Y) :
576 TP = np . array ( [ p r e d c l a s s [Y==1]==1]) . sum( )
577 TN = np . array ( [ p r e d c l a s s [Y==0]==0]) . sum( )
578 FP = np . array ( [ p r e d c l a s s [Y==0]==1]) . sum( )
579 FN = np . array ( [ p r e d c l a s s [Y==1]==0]) . sum( )
580
581 Accuracy = (TP + TN)/ f l o a t (TP + TN + FP + FN)
582 Pre c i s i on= TP/ f l o a t (TP + FP)
583 Reca l l = TP/ f l o a t (TP + FN)
584 F1 = 2∗TP/ f l o a t (2∗TP + FP + FN)
585 re turn TP, TN, FP, FN, Accuracy , Prec i s i on , Reca l l , F1
586
587
588 de f avg pred ic t wi th Aug ( X predict ,
589 Y pred ic t=False ,
590 n=2,
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591 ba t ch s i z e=p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
592 verbose=0,
593 t e s t g e n e r a t o r=True ) :
594 i f Y pred ic t==False :
595
596 generato r = te s t da tagen i f t e s t g e n e r a t o r e l s e augmentation datagen
597
598 Y pred ic t = np . z e r o s ( shape=(X pred ic t . shape [ 0 ] ) )
599 a v g r e s u l t s = np . z e r o s ( shape=(X pred ic t . shape [ 0 ] , n ) )
600 f o r i in range (n) :
601 x = 0
602 progbar = g e n e r i c u t i l s . Progbar ( X pred ic t . shape [ 0 ] )
603 f o r X batch , Y batch in bu f f e r ed gen th r eaded ( genera to r . f low (
X predict , Y predict ,
604 ba t ch s i z e = batch s i z e ,
605 s h u f f l e=False ,
606 s a v e t o d i r=False ) ,
607 b u f f e r s i z e=b u f f e r s i z e ) :
608 batch pred = model . p r ed i c t p roba (X batch ,
609 bat ch s i z e ,
610 verbose=0)
611 a v g r e s u l t s [ x : b a t ch s i z e + x , i ] = np . squeeze ( batch pred )
612 x += ba t ch s i z e
613 progbar . add ( ba t ch s i z e )
614 re turn np . average ( avg r e su l t s , ax i s=1)
615 e l s e :
616 pr in t ’ f unc t i on not complete ’
617
618 i f n b c l a s s e s==1:
619
620 i f data augmentation :
621 t r a i n p r ed = avg pred ic t wi th Aug ( X train ,
622 Y pred ic t = False ,
623 n = n runs ,
624 ba t ch s i z e = p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
625 verbose = verbose ,
626 t e s t g e n e r a t o r = False )
627 e l s e :
628 t r a i n p r ed = model . p r ed i c t p roba ( X train ,
629 bat ch s i z e ,
630 verbose = verbose )
631 t r a i n p r e d c l a s s e s = ( t r a i n p r ed > 0 . 5 ) . astype ( ’ in t32 ’ )
632 t r a i n s c o r e s = d i f f s c o r e s ( t r a i n p r e d c l a s s e s ,
633 Y tra in )
634
635 i f u s e v a l i d a t i o n :
636 i f data augmentation :
637 va l i d p r ed = avg pred ic t wi th Aug ( X val id ,
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638 Y pred ic t = False ,
639 n = n runs ,
640 ba t ch s i z e = p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
641 verbose = verbose ,
642 t e s t g e n e r a t o r=False )
643 e l s e :
644 va l i d p r ed = model . p r ed i c t p roba ( X val id ,
645 bat ch s i z e ,
646 verbose = verbose )
647 v a l i d p r e d c l a s s e s = ( va l i d p r ed > 0 . 5 ) . astype ( ’ in t32 ’ )
648 v a l i d s c o r e s = d i f f s c o r e s ( v a l i d p r e d c l a s s e s ,
649 Y val id )
650 i f data augmentation :
651 t e s t p r ed = avg pred ic t wi th Aug ( X test ,
652 Y pred ic t = False ,
653 n = n runs ,
654 ba t ch s i z e = p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
655 verbose = verbose ,
656 t e s t g e n e r a t o r = True )
657 e l s e :
658 t e s t p r ed = model . p r ed i c t p roba ( X test ,
659 bat ch s i z e ,
660 verbose = verbose )
661 t e s t p r e d c l a s s e s = ( t e s t p r ed > 0 . 5 ) . astype ( ’ in t32 ’ )
662 t e s t s c o r e s = d i f f s c o r e s ( t e s t p r e d c l a s s e s ,
663 Y test )
664
665 pr in t ’TP, TN, FP, FN, Accuracy , Prec i s i on , Reca l l , F1 ’
666 pr in t t r a i n s c o r e s
667 i f u s e v a l i d a t i o n :
668 pr in t v a l i d s c o r e s
669 pr in t t e s t s c o r e s
670
671 fpr , tpr , t h r e sho ld s = roc curve ( Y test ,
672 t e s t p r ed ,
673 po s l a b e l =1)
674
675 auc s co r e = ro c au c s c o r e ( Y test ,
676 t e s t p r ed )
677 r e s u l t s f i l e = open ( r e su l t s fname , ’wb ’ )
678 cP i ck l e . dump( t r a i n s c o r e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
679 i f u s e v a l i d a t i o n :
680 cP i ck l e . dump( v a l i d s c o r e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
681 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t s c o r e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
682
683 cP i ck l e . dump( t ra in pred , r e s u l t s f i l e )
684 i f u s e v a l i d a t i o n :
685 cP i ck l e . dump( va l id pred , r e s u l t s f i l e )
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686 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t p r ed , r e s u l t s f i l e )
687
688 cP i ck l e . dump( t r a i n p r e d c l a s s e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
689 i f u s e v a l i d a t i o n :
690 cP i ck l e . dump( v a l i d p r e d c l a s s e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
691 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t p r e d c l a s s e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
692
693 cP i ck l e . dump( fpr , r e s u l t s f i l e )
694 cP i ck l e . dump( tpr , r e s u l t s f i l e )
695 cP i ck l e . dump( thre sho lds , r e s u l t s f i l e )
696 cP i ck l e . dump( auc score , r e s u l t s f i l e )
697 r e s u l t s f i l e . c l o s e ( )
698 pr in t ’ Resu l t s f i l e saved ’
699 p l t . switch backend ( ’ agg ’ )
700 pr in t ’ P l o t t i ng ROC’
701 p l t . p l o t ( fpr , tpr )
702 p l t . t i t l e ( ’ROC AUC Score : ’ + s t r ( auc s co r e ) )
703 p l t . xl im (xmin=0, xmax=1)
704 p l t . yl im (ymin=0, ymax=1)
705 p l t . x l ab e l ( ’ Fa l se p o s i t i v e ra t e ’ )
706 p l t . y l ab e l ( ’ True p o s i t i v e ra t e ’ )
707 pr in t ’ Saving ROC’
708 p l t . s a v e f i g ( roc curve fname )
709 p l t . c l o s e ( )
710
711 pr in t ’ Loading Model Weights from ’ , b e s t v a l i d we i g h t s
712
713 i f data augmentation :
714 model . l oad we ight s ( b e s t v a l i d we i g h t s )
715 v a l b e s t t e s t p r e d = avg pred ic t wi th Aug ( X test ,
716 Y pred ic t = False ,
717 n = n runs ,
718 ba t ch s i z e = p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
719 verbose = verbose ,
720 t e s t g e n e r a t o r = True )
721 e l s e :
722 model . l oad we ight s ( checkpoint fname )
723 v a l b e s t t e s t p r e d = model . p r ed i c t p roba ( X test ,
724 bat ch s i z e ,
725 verbose = verbose )
726 v a l b e s t t e s t p r e d c l a s s e s = ( v a l b e s t t e s t p r e d > 0 . 5 ) . astype ( ’ in t32
’ )
727 v a l b e s t t e s t s c o r e s = d i f f s c o r e s ( v a l b e s t t e s t p r e d c l a s s e s ,
728 Y test )
729 fpr , tpr , t h r e sho ld s = roc curve ( Y test ,
730 va l b e s t t e s t p r e d ,
731 po s l a b e l =1)
732
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733 auc s co r e = ro c au c s c o r e ( Y test ,
734 v a l b e s t t e s t p r e d )
735 pr in t ’ bes t v a l i d a t i o n model Test Scores : ’ , v a l b e s t t e s t s c o r e s
736 b e s t v a l m o d e l r e s u l t s f i l e = open ( be s t va l mode l r e su l t s f name , ’wb ’
)
737 cP i ck l e . dump( v a l b e s t t e s t s c o r e s , b e s t v a l m o d e l r e s u l t s f i l e )
738 cP i ck l e . dump( v a l b e s t t e s t p r e d , b e s t v a l m o d e l r e s u l t s f i l e )
739 cP i ck l e . dump( v a l b e s t t e s t p r e d c l a s s e s , b e s t v a l m o d e l r e s u l t s f i l e )
740 cP i ck l e . dump( fpr , b e s t v a l m o d e l r e s u l t s f i l e )
741 cP i ck l e . dump( tpr , b e s t v a l m o d e l r e s u l t s f i l e )
742 cP i ck l e . dump( thre sho lds , b e s t v a l m o d e l r e s u l t s f i l e )
743 cP i ck l e . dump( auc score , b e s t v a l m o d e l r e s u l t s f i l e )
744 b e s t v a l m o d e l r e s u l t s f i l e . c l o s e ( )
745 pr in t ’ Best Val Resu l t s f i l e saved ’
746 p l t . switch backend ( ’ agg ’ )
747 pr in t ’ P l o t t i ng Best Val ROC’
748 p l t . p l o t ( fpr , tpr )
749 p l t . t i t l e ( ’ROC AUC Score : ’ + s t r ( auc s co r e ) )
750 p l t . xl im (xmin=0, xmax=1)
751 p l t . yl im (ymin=0, ymax=1)
752 p l t . x l ab e l ( ’ Fa l se p o s i t i v e ra t e ’ )
753 p l t . y l ab e l ( ’ True p o s i t i v e ra t e ’ )
754 pr in t ’ Saving ROC’
755 p l t . s a v e f i g ( b e s t va l r o c cu rv e fname )
756 p l t . c l o s e ( )
757
758 e l s e :
759 pr in t ’ Multi Class Analys is , r e qu i r e s ext ra code . ’
760 #tra i n p r ed = model . p r ed i c t ( X train , b a t ch s i z e=p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
verbose=verbose )
761 #t r a i n p r e d c l a s s e s = t r a i n p r ed > 0 .5
762 #t r a i n s c o r e s = d i f f s c o r e s ( t r a i n p r e d c l a s s e s , Y tra in )
763
764 #i f v a l i d a t i o n s p l i t :
765 #i f data augmentation :
766 #va l i d p r ed=av g p r e d i c t r e s u l t s ( X val id , Y pred ic t=False , n=n runs ,
b a t ch s i z e=p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e , verbose=0)
767 #e l s e :
768 #va l i d p r ed = model . p r ed i c t ( X val id , b a t ch s i z e=p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
verbose=verbose )
769 #va l i d p r e d c l a s s e s = va l i d p r ed > 0 .5
770 #va l i d s c o r e s = d i f f s c o r e s ( v a l i d p r e d c l a s s e s , Y val id )
771
772 #i f data augmentation :
773 #te s t p r ed=av g p r e d i c t r e s u l t s ( X test , Y pred ic t=False , n=n runs ,
b a t ch s i z e=p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e , verbose=0)
774 #e l s e :
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775 #te s t p r ed = model . p r ed i c t ( X test , b a t ch s i z e=p r ed i c t b a t c h s i z e ,
verbose=verbose )
776 #t e s t p r e d c l a s s e s = t e s t p r ed > 0 .5
777 #t e s t s c o r e s = d i f f s c o r e s ( t e s t p r e d c l a s s e s , Y tes t )
778
779 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
780 # SAVING RESULTS ∗
781 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
782
783 r e s u l t s f i l e = open ( r e su l t s fname , ’wb ’ )
784 cP i ck l e . dump( t r a i n s c o r e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
785
786 i f v a l i d a t i o n s p l i t :
787 cP i ck l e . dump( v a l i d s c o r e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
788 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t s c o r e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
789 cP i ck l e . dump( t ra in pred , r e s u l t s f i l e )
790
791 i f v a l i d a t i o n s p l i t :
792 cP i ck l e . dump( va l id pred , r e s u l t s f i l e )
793 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t p r ed , r e s u l t s f i l e )
794 cP i ck l e . dump( t r a i n p r e d c l a s s e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
795
796 i f v a l i d a t i o n s p l i t :
797 cP i ck l e . dump( v a l i d p r e d c l a s s e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
798 cP i ck l e . dump( t e s t p r e d c l a s s e s , r e s u l t s f i l e )
799 r e s u l t s f i l e . c l o s e ( )
800
801 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
802 # END ∗
803 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
804
805 end time = time . c l o ck ( )
806 pr in t >> sys . s tde r r , ( ’The code f o r f i l e ’ + os . path . s p l i t ( f i l e ) [ 1 ] +
807 ’ ran f o r %.2fm ’ % ( ( end time − s t a r t t ime ) / 60 . ) )
808
809 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
810 # EMAIL MY MAKER ∗
811 #∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
812
813 import smtpl ib
814 s e r v e r = smtpl ib .SMTP( ’ smtp . gmail . com ’ , 587)
815 s e r v e r . eh lo ( )
816 s e r v e r . s t a r t t l s ( )
817 s e r v e r . l o g i n (<username>, <password>)
818
819 #Send the mail
820 msg = ’ \nRun {} completed ’ . format ( r un de s c r i p t o r ) # The /n s epa ra t e s the
message from the headers
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821 s e r v e r . sendmai l (< source email>, <de s t i n a t i on email>, msg)
A.2 Model Designer Script
1 from keras . models import Sequent i a l
2 from keras . l a y e r s . core import Dense , Dropout , Act ivat ion , Flatten , Merge
3 from keras . l a y e r s . c onvo lu t i ona l import Convolution1D , Convolution2D ,
MaxPooling1D , MaxPooling2D
4 from keras . l a y e r s . advanced ac t i va t i on s import LeakyReLU , PReLU
5 from keras . l a y e r s . norma l i za t i on import BatchNormal izat ion
6 from keras . op t im i z e r s import SGD, Adadelta , Adagrad , RMSprop , Adam
7 import keras . r e g u l a r i z e r s as Regu l a r i z e r s
8
9 W regu la r i z e r = Regu l a r i z e r s . l 1 l 2 ( l 1 = 0 . , l 2 = 0 . ) #l1 =0.01:LASSO, l 2 =0.01
weight decay/Ridge , l 1 =0.01 & l2 =0.01 E la s t i cNet
10 a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = Regu l a r i z e r s . Ac t i v i t yRegu l a r i z e r ( l 1 = 0 . , l 2 = 0 . )
11
12 de f get model ( model no = None ,
13 and search img = False ,
14 l o s s = ’mse ’ ,
15 opt imize r = ’ sgd ’ ,
16 ne twork ac t i va t i on = ’ r e l u ’ ,
17 f i n a l a c t i v a t i o n = ’ r e l u ’ ,
18 W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
19 a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r ,
20 we i g h t i n i t = ’ g l o r o t un i f o rm ’ ,
21 dropout p = 0 . 5 ,
22 batch Norm = True ,
23 nb c l a s s e s =1) :
24
25 channe l s = 6 i f and search img e l s e 3
26 c lass mode = ’ binary ’ i f n b c l a s s e s==1 e l s e ’ c a t e g o r i c a l ’
27
28 i f model no==0:
29 pr in t ( ’ Bui ld model . . . ’ )
30 model = Sequent i a l ( )
31
32 model . add ( Convolution2D (64 , 2 , 2 , input shape=(channels , 51 , 51) ,
border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n = network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r =
W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t =
we i g h t i n i t ) )
33 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = False ) )
34 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ) )
35 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
36
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37 model . add ( Convolution2D (128 , 2 , 2 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
38 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = False ) )
39 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
40 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
41
42 model . add ( Convolution2D (256 , 2 , 2 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
43 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = True ) )
44 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
45 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
46
47 model . add ( Flat ten ( ) )
48 model . add (Dense (2048 , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
49 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( ne twork ac t i va t i on ) )
50 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( input shape =(1024 , ) ) )
51 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
52
53 model . add (Dense ( nb c l a s s e s , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
54 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( f i n a l a c t i v a t i o n ) )
55
56 model . compi le ( l o s s = lo s s ,
57 opt imize r = opt imizer ,
58 c lass mode=class mode )
59 re turn model
60
61 e l i f model no==1:
62 ’ ’ ’
63 Subtypes : None , 1
64 ’ ’ ’
65 model = Sequent i a l ( )
66 model . add ( Convolution2D (64 , 3 , 3 , input shape=(channels , 51 , 51) ,
border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n = network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r =
W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t =
we i g h t i n i t ) )
67 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = True ) )
68 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
69 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
70
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71 model . add ( Convolution2D (128 , 3 , 3 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
72 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = False ) )
73 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
74 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
75
76 model . add ( Convolution2D (256 , 2 , 2 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
77 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = False ) )
78 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
79 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
80
81 model . add ( Flat ten ( ) )
82 model . add (Dense (2048 , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
83 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( ne twork ac t i va t i on ) )
84 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ) )
85 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
86
87 model . add (Dense ( nb c l a s s e s , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
88 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( f i n a l a c t i v a t i o n ) )
89
90 model . compi le ( l o s s = lo s s ,
91 opt imize r = opt imizer ,
92 c lass mode=class mode )
93 re turn model
94
95 e l i f model no==2:
96 ’ ’ ’
97 Subtypes : None or 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 .
98 ’ ’ ’
99 model = Sequent i a l ( )
100 model . add ( Convolution2D (64 , 5 , 5 , input shape=(channels , 51 , 51) ,
border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n = network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r =
W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t =
we i g h t i n i t ) )
101 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = True ) )
102 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
103 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
104
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105 model . add ( Convolution2D (128 , 5 , 5 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
106 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = True ) )
107 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
108 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
109
110 model . add ( Convolution2D (256 , 5 , 5 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
111 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
112 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
113
114 model . add ( Flat ten ( ) )
115 model . add (Dense (2048 , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
116 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( ne twork ac t i va t i on ) )
117 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ) )
118 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
119
120 model . add (Dense ( nb c l a s s e s , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
121 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( f i n a l a c t i v a t i o n ) )
122
123 model . compi le ( l o s s = lo s s ,
124 opt imize r = opt imizer ,
125 c lass mode = class mode )
126 re turn model
127
128 i f model no==3:
129 pr in t ( ’ Bui ld model . . . ’ )
130 model = Sequent i a l ( )
131
132 model . add ( Convolution2D (64 , 2 , 2 , input shape=(channels , 51 , 51) ,
border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n = network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r =
W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t =
we i g h t i n i t ) )
133 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = False ) )
134 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ) )
135
136 model . add ( Convolution2D (128 , 2 , 2 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
137 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = False ) )
138 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
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139
140 model . add ( Convolution2D (256 , 2 , 2 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
141 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = True ) )
142 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
143
144 model . add ( Flat ten ( ) )
145 model . add (Dense (2048 , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
146 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( ne twork ac t i va t i on ) )
147 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( input shape =(1024 , ) ) )
148 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
149
150 model . add (Dense (1024 , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
151 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( ne twork ac t i va t i on ) )
152 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ) )
153 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
154
155 model . add (Dense ( nb c l a s s e s , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
156 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( f i n a l a c t i v a t i o n ) )
157
158 model . compi le ( l o s s = lo s s ,
159 opt imize r = opt imizer ,
160 c lass mode=class mode )
161 re turn model
162
163
164 e l i f model no==4:
165
166 model = Sequent i a l ( )
167 model . add ( Convolution2D (64 , 3 , 3 , input shape=(channels , 51 , 51) ,
border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n = network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r =
W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t =
we i g h t i n i t ) )
168 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = True ) )
169 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
170
171 model . add ( Convolution2D (128 , 3 , 3 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
172 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = False ) )
173 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
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174
175 model . add ( Convolution2D (256 , 2 , 2 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
176 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = False ) )
177 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
178
179 model . add ( Flat ten ( ) )
180 model . add (Dense (2048 , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
181 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( ne twork ac t i va t i on ) )
182 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ) )
183 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
184
185 model . add (Dense (1024 , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
186 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( ne twork ac t i va t i on ) )
187 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ) )
188 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
189
190 model . add (Dense ( nb c l a s s e s , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
191 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( f i n a l a c t i v a t i o n ) )
192
193 model . compi le ( l o s s = lo s s ,
194 opt imize r = opt imizer ,
195 c lass mode=class mode )
196 re turn model
197
198 e l i f model no==5:
199 ’ ’ ’
200 Subtypes : None or 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 .
201 ’ ’ ’
202 model = Sequent i a l ( )
203 model . add ( Convolution2D (64 , 5 , 5 , input shape=(channels , 51 , 51) ,
border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n = network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r =
W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t =
we i g h t i n i t ) )
204 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = True ) )
205 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
206
207 model . add ( Convolution2D (128 , 5 , 5 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
208 model . add (MaxPooling2D ( p o o l s i z e =(2 , 2) , i gno r e bo rde r = True ) )
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209 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
210
211 model . add ( Convolution2D (256 , 5 , 5 , border mode = ’ va l i d ’ , a c t i v a t i o n =
network act ivat ion , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer , a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r
= a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
212 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ep s i l o n=1e−6, weights=None )
)
213
214 model . add ( Flat ten ( ) )
215 model . add (Dense (2048 , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
216 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( ne twork ac t i va t i on ) )
217 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ) )
218 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
219
220 model . add (Dense (1024 , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
221 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( ne twork ac t i va t i on ) )
222 i f batch Norm : model . add ( BatchNormalizat ion ( ) )
223 model . add (Dropout ( dropout p ) )
224
225 model . add (Dense ( nb c l a s s e s , W regu la r i z e r = W regular i zer ,
a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r = a c t i v i t y r e g u l a r i z e r , i n i t = we i g h t i n i t ) )
226 model . add ( Act ivat ion ( f i n a l a c t i v a t i o n ) )
227
228 model . compi le ( l o s s = lo s s ,
229 opt imize r = opt imizer ,
230 c lass mode = class mode )
231 re turn model
232
233 e l s e :
234 pr in t ’ no such model ’
A.3 FITS Reading Script
1 import p y f i t s
2 import os
3 import numpy as np
4 import cP i ck l e




9 de f f l oatX (X) :
10 re turn np . asar ray (X, dtype=theano . c on f i g . f l oatX )
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11
12
13 de f Bui ld img ( f o l d e r , f i l e i d , and search img=False , normal i s e=True ,
i n n e r f o l d e r=’ ’ ) :
14 #pr in t ’ f i l e i d : ’ , f i l e i d
15
16 img g = py f i t s . getdata ( f o l d e r + ’ / ’ + ’ cutObj− ’ + ’ g− ’ + f i l e i d + ’ . d i f f
. f i t ’ , 0)
17 img i = py f i t s . getdata ( f o l d e r + ’ / ’ + ’ cutObj− ’ + ’ i− ’ + f i l e i d + ’ . d i f f
. f i t ’ , 0)
18 img r = py f i t s . getdata ( f o l d e r + ’ / ’ + ’ cutObj− ’ + ’ r− ’ + f i l e i d + ’ . d i f f
. f i t ’ , 0)
19 i f and search img==True :
20 s earch img g = py f i t s . getdata ( f o l d e r + ’ / ’ + ’ cutObj− ’ + ’ g− ’ + f i l e i d
+ ’ . d i f f . im . f i t ’ , 0)
21 s e a r ch img i = py f i t s . getdata ( f o l d e r + ’ / ’ + ’ cutObj− ’ + ’ i− ’ + f i l e i d
+ ’ . d i f f . im . f i t ’ , 0)
22 s ea r ch img r = py f i t s . getdata ( f o l d e r + ’ / ’ + ’ cutObj− ’ + ’ r− ’ + f i l e i d
+ ’ . d i f f . im . f i t ’ , 0)
23 img out = np . dstack ( ( img g , img i , img r , search img g , s ea r ch img i ,
s ea r ch img r ) )
24 e l s e :
25 img out = np . dstack ( ( img g , img i , img r ) )
26
27 i f normal i se :
28 img out = img out . astype ( ’ f l o a t 3 2 ’ ) / 255 .0 # normal i se and convert to
f l o a t
29 re turn img out
30
31
32 de f Make 4tenso r f rom fo lde r ( f o l d e r , f i l e i d s , and search img=False ) :
33 pr in t ’ 4 t enso r ’ , f o l d e r
34 f o u r t e n s o r = None
35 f o r f i l e i d in f i l e i d s :
36 i f and search img==False :
37 tensor img = Build img ( f o l d e r , f i l e i d ) . t ranspose (2 , 0 , 1) . reshape (1 ,
3 , 51 , 51)
38 e l s e :
39 tensor img = Build img ( f o l d e r , f i l e i d , True ) . t ranspose (2 , 0 , 1) .
reshape (1 , 6 , 51 , 51)
40 i f f o u r t e n s o r==None :
41 f o u r t e n s o r = tensor img
42 e l s e :
43 f o u r t e n s o r = np . vstack ( ( f ou r t en so r , t ensor img ) )
44 re turn f ou r t e n s o r
45
46
47 de f E x t r a c t f i l e i d l i s t ( f i l e name ) :
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48 #pr in t ’ e x t r a c t i n g ID l i s t ’
49 f i l eOb j = open ( f i l e name , ’ r ’ )
50 f i l e l i s t = f i l eOb j . read ( ) . s p l i t ( ’ \n ’ )
51 f i l eOb j . c l o s e ( )
52 re turn f i l e l i s t
53
54
55 de f Red e f i n e c a t e g o r i e s ( input array , l i s t o f c a t e g o r i e s ,
c o r r e s p ond i n g l i s t o f c h a n g e s ) :
56 pr in t ’Changed c a t e g o r i e s ’
57 new array = np . z e ro s ( input a r ray . s i z e )
58 f o r old , new in z ip ( l i s t o f c a t e g o r i e s , c o r r e s p ond i n g l i s t o f c h a n g e s ) :
59 new array [ input a r ray==old ] = new
60 re turn new array
61
62
63 de f Save to b inary ( l i s t o f n p a r r a y s , f i l e p a t h=’ s a v e f i l e ’ ) :
64 s a v e f i l e = open ( f i l e p a t h , ’wb ’ ) #w i l l ove rwr i t e f i l e
65 f o r item in l i s t o f n p a r r a y s :
66 cP i ck l e . dump( item , s a v e f i l e , −1)
67 s a v e f i l e . c l o s e
68
69
70 de f Load from binary ( f i l e p a t h=’ s a v e f i l e ’ , c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t = None ) :
71 pr in t ’ Loading data from f i l e ’
72 f i l eOb j = open ( f i l e p a t h , ’ rb ’ )
73 t r a i n x = cP i ck l e . load ( f i l eOb j )
74 t e s t x = cP i ck l e . load ( f i l eOb j )
75 t r a i n y = cP i ck l e . load ( f i l eOb j )
76 t e s t y = cP i ck l e . load ( f i l eOb j )
77 IDL i s t t r a i n = cP i ck l e . load ( f i l eOb j )
78 IDL i s t v a l i d = cP i ck l e . load ( f i l eOb j )
79 f i l eOb j . c l o s e ( )
80 i f c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t i s not None :
81 s o r t e d c u r r e n t c a t e g o r i e s = np . s o r t (np . unique ( t e s t y ) )
82 t r a i n y = Rede f i n e c a t e g o r i e s ( t ra in y , s o r t e d c u r r e n t c a t e g o r i e s . t o l i s t
( ) , c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t )
83 t e s t y = Rede f i n e c a t e g o r i e s ( t e s t y , s o r t e d c u r r e n t c a t e g o r i e s . t o l i s t ( )
, c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t )
84
85 re turn f loatX ( t r a i n x ) , f l oatX ( t e s t x ) , f l oatX ( t r a i n y ) , f l oatX ( t e s t y ) ,
IDL i s t t r a in , IDL i s t v a l i d
86
87
88 de f Load a l l da ta ( c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t=None , and search img=False ,
s av e a s b ina ry=False ) :
89 pr in t ’ Loading a l l data . . . ’
90 t ra in x , t e s t x , t r a in y , t e s t y = None , None , None , None
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91 IDL i s t t r a i n = l i s t ( )
92 IDL i s t v a l i d = l i s t ( )
93 f i l e s p l i t l i s t s = next ( os . walk ( ’ 70 3 0 s p l i t s ’ ) ) [ 2 ]
94 pr in t ’ F i l e S p l i t l i s t s ’ , f i l e s p l i t l i s t s
95
96 f o r t x t f i l e in f i l e s p l i t l i s t s :
97 fo lder number , t r o r t s t t y p e = t x t f i l e . s p l i t ( ’ ’ ) [ 0 ] , t x t f i l e . s p l i t (
’ ’ ) [ 2 ] . s p l i t ( ’ . ’ ) [ 0 ]
98 pr in t ’ fo lder number ’ , fo lder number
99 pr in t ’ type ’ , t r o r t s t t y p e
100 i d c on t en t s = E x t r a c t f i l e i d l i s t ( ’ 70 3 0 s p l i t s / ’ + t x t f i l e )
101
102 image stack = Make 4tenso r f rom fo lde r ( fo lder number , i d content s ,
and search img )
103 pr in t ’ s tack shape ’ , image stack . shape
104
105 i f t r o r t s t t y p e==’ t r a i n ’ :
106 IDL i s t t r a i n . extend ( i d c on t en t s )
107 i f t r a i n x==None :
108 t r a i n x = image stack
109 t r a i n y = np . array ( [ i n t ( fo lder number ) ]∗ l en ( i d c on t en t s ) )
110 e l s e :
111 t r a i n x = np . vstack ( ( t ra in x , image stack ) )
112 t r a i n y = np . hstack ( ( t ra in y , np . array ( [ i n t ( fo lder number ) ]∗ l en (
i d c on t en t s ) ) ) )
113
114
115 e l i f t r o r t s t t y p e == ’ t e s t ’ :
116 IDL i s t v a l i d . extend ( i d c on t en t s )
117 i f t e s t x==None :
118 t e s t x = image stack
119 t e s t y = np . array ( [ i n t ( fo lder number ) ]∗ l en ( i d c on t en t s ) )
120 e l s e :
121 t e s t x = np . vstack ( ( t e s t x , image stack ) )
122 t e s t y = np . hstack ( ( t e s t y , np . array ( [ i n t ( fo lder number ) ]∗ l en (
i d c on t en t s ) ) ) )
123
124 pr in t t r a i n x . shape
125 pr in t t r a i n y . shape
126 pr in t t e s t x . shape
127 pr in t t e s t y . shape
128
129 i f c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t i s not None :
130 #pr in t t r a i n y
131 s o r t e d c u r r e n t c a t e g o r i e s = np . s o r t (np . unique ( t r a i n y ) )
132 #pr in t s o r t e d c u r r e n t c a t e g o r i e s
133 #as s e r t l en ( c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t ) == len ( s o r t e d c u r r e n t c a t e g o r i e s )
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134 t r a i n y = Rede f i n e c a t e g o r i e s ( t ra in y , s o r t e d c u r r e n t c a t e g o r i e s . t o l i s t
( ) , c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t )
135 t e s t y = Rede f i n e c a t e g o r i e s ( t e s t y , s o r t e d c u r r e n t c a t e g o r i e s . t o l i s t ( )
, c a t e g o r y c h an g e l i s t )
136
137 i f s av e a s b ina ry :
138 Save to b inary ( ( t ra in x , t e s t x , t r a in y , t e s t y , IDL i s t t r a in ,
IDL i s t v a l i d ) , f i l e p a t h = save a s b ina ry )
139 re turn t ra in x , t e s t x , t r a in y , t e s t y , IDL i s t t r a in , IDL i s t v a l i d
140
141
142 de f T r a i n v a l i d t e s t s p l i t (X, Y, t r a i n f r a c =0.6 , v a l i d f r a c =0.2 , t e s t f r a c
=0.2 , random state=7) :
143 a s s e r t t r a i n f r a c + v a l i d f r a c + t e s t f r a c == 1 .
144
145 x temp , x t e s t , y temp , y t e s t = t r a i n t e s t s p l i t (X, Y, t e s t s i z e =
t e s t f r a c , random state=random state )
146 no t cop i ed s e ed = 100 + random state
147 x t ra in , x va l id , y t ra in , y va l i d = t r a i n t e s t s p l i t ( x temp , y temp ,
t e s t s i z e=va l i d f r a c , random state=not cop i ed s e ed )
148 re turn f loatX ( x t r a i n ) , f l oatX ( x va l i d ) , f l oatX ( x t e s t ) , f l oatX ( y t r a i n ) ,
f l oatX ( y va l i d ) , f l oatX ( y t e s t )
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